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Reports of bike
thefts increase

Devil's Night

The News'
Briefs
Dayton woman allowed to use battered-woman's defense in retrial
DAYTON- A woman allowed to use batteredwoman's syndrome as a defense in her retrial was
found innocent Thursday in
the shooting death of her
husband but was convicted
of killing his girlfriend.
After a two-week trial and
four days of deliberation, a
Montgomery County Common Pleas Court jury acquitted Susan Daws of voluntary manslaughter in the
death of Dwayne Daws.
Jurors convicted her of voluntary manslaughter in the
death of Karen Houseman.
Judge Adele Riley sentenced Ms. Daws to seven to
25 years in prison. Daws
already has served 18
months in jail.
Ms. Daws, 32, formerly of
Franklin, was convicted of
voluntary manslaughter in
January 1993. She won a
new trial in July 1994 when
an appeals court ruled that
the original trial judge did
not permit enough testimony on battered-woman's
syndrome.
Prosecutors alleged that
Ms. Daws shot her exhusband and Ms. Houseman
in July 1992 at Ms. Houseman's Washington Township condominium out of
uncontrolled anger and
rage at being spurned.

Federal court
upholds legality of
officers' actions
CINCINNATI - Canton
police officers acted within
their authority by entering
a private home without a
warrant and confiscating
marijuana, a federal appeals court ruled Thursday.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled 2-1 to
uphold the legality of the
officers' actions. Police
officers John Clark and
Walter Tucker said they
were responding to neighbors' complaints about loud
music at the home of Donald P. Rohrig at about 1:30
a.m. on May 22,1994, when
they entered the house,
found the "wall-to-wall"
marijuana plants in Rohrig's basement, and confiscated them as evidence.
The officers said they repeatedly knocked on Ronrig's front door and tapped
on the first-floor windows,
but got no response as the
loud music kept emanating
from the house. They said
they entered the unlocked
back door and continued to
yell to announce their presence over the loud music,
but still received no response.
They said they went down
toward a light In the basement and found the marijuana, but still found no one
to turn down the stereo
sound system. The officers
said they then went upstairs
to a bedroom, found Rohrig
sleeping on the floor,
roused him and turned
down the stereo.
Police said Rohrig then
signed a form allowing
them to search hi. home.
The officers said they found
an illegal, sa wed-off shotgun in the closet of the bedroom where they had found
Rohrig.
Compiled from stuff and
wire nportt.

Hockey team looks to extend unbeaten string against Michigan State
and Notre Dame.
Page 4
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The AtMcUted Prcu
Although Mayor Dennis Archer and volunteers helped to keep many Devil's Night arsonists at bay,
a few slipped through their fingers. This bouse burned to the ground In matter of hours.

Creative Writing Program
presents series of readings
Maureen Barry
The BC News

A series of readings will be
presented at the University as
part of the Bowling Green Creative Writing Program. Howard
McCord, director of BG Creative
Writing Program, said eight or
more readers have participated
each year for the past 25 years.
"The purpose of the program is
to allow the students and people
of Bowling Green to listen to
American and foreign writers,"
he said.
McCord added that students
have a chance to meet and talk
with the authors.
The Creative Writing Program
also publishes "Prairie Margins,"
a magazine that provides a format for student writers to get

called the "Mid-American Review."
The next reading will be given
by Wendell Mayo, assistant
professor of English, tonight at
7:30 in Prout Chapel.
Mayo said he will read "Centaur of the North In Lithuanian
Wood," which will raise issues
about Lithuania's economic and
social struggles.
Craig Paulenich, associate
Howard McCord
professor of English at Kent
director of BG Creative Writing
Program State University will speak Nov.
8, at 7 JO p.m. in Prout Chapel.
Novelist Ellen Behrens will
their work published, as well as speak Nov. 13 in the Alumni room
the opportunity to edit and gain at 6 p.m.
Steve Lautermllch, from the
other writing experiences, acCreative Writing program at the
cording to McCord.
The University and the Crea- University of North Carolina,
tive Writing Department also will speak on Dec. 8 In the Faculsponsor an international journal ty Lounge of the Student Union.

"The purpose of the
program is to allow
the students and
people of Bowling
Green to listen to
American and foreign
writers."
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An artist In California draws babies for a billboard.

Absentee ballots
may delay results
WASHINGTON - The growing
use of absentee ballots, particularly In Western states, is likely
to complicate the reporting of
election returns Tuesday night
and could delay for days the determination of who controls the
House of Representatives.
"You can have this overhang of
hundreds of thousands of votes
that haven't been counted," said
Mark DICamillo, vice president
of California's Field Poll. "I
would expect that In any race
where It's close, those votes will
have a big Impact."
Republicans currently hold

There has been a 33 percent increase in reports of bike theft
this semester in comparison to
the same time period last year,
according to University police
reports.
From Aug. 1 to Oct. 30, 1996,
there were 70 bikes reported stolen. From Aug. 1 to Oct. 30, 1995
there were 45 bikes reported stolen and 42 reported from Aug. 1
to Oct. 301994.
Barb Waddell, public Information officer, said the number of
reports has risen because bicycles are so much more expensive.
"The value of bikes has gone
up compared to years where a
bike wouldn't cost quite as much
as they do today," Waddell said.
"They become a hot commodity."
Police Lt. Gene Bratt said the
more expensive bikes are stolen
because there is a demand for
them.
"If I am a car thief and you
have a new Corvette on my right
and an Escort on my left, which
one do you think I am going to try
to steal?" he asked. "I'm going to
go for the nice new 'vette, because I can get more for it than I
can for the Escort"
Another reason bikes are stolen is because they are not locked
properly, Waddell said.
"They are making bicycles
with the quick release wheel.
People are using that wheel to
secure their bike," Waddell said.
"They are running the chain
through the quick release wheel
and the bike rack. What happens
Is a bike thief takes the bike and
"If your bicycle is registered,
leaves the wheel."
we can help you find your bicycle
Waddell said people should faster," Waddell said.
have the chain go through as
Registration costs $3. WaddeU
many parts of the bicycle as pos- said that is a fee the city charges
sible.
and none of lt cornea back to the
University.
"If it means having two locks,
Waddell also said officers
sometimes It does. If you have a already conduct routine In$700 bike on campus, you want to spections of bicycle racks.
secure it," Waddell said. "SecurMilek said he thinks it would be
ing your bicycle by the wheel is
not a good idea."
See BICYCLE, page three.

Director speaks about budget

Pick Me

The Associated Press

Waddell said when bikes are
left unlocked, people sometimes
take them to get across campus.
"If bikes are not secure, then
someone may ride them from one
end to another end of campus,"
Waddell said
Brian Mllek, senior criminal
justice major, researched campus bike theft for a class. Using
his study, he gave three suggestions to University Police on how
to deter bike theft. Those suggestions were:
■ Have the option of bike registration verbally proposed to
each student during vehicle registration.
■ Have bike registration information available whenever
University Police hosts a program.
■ Have bike patrol officers
conduct routine visual Inspections of bike racks In relation to stolen bike printouts.
Waddell said the department
has considered offering the option of bike registration during
vehicle registration.
"We talked about lt with Stacie
Enriquez (administrative assistant of Parking and Traffic), and
we think we can increase the
number of registrations If we
simply ask the question," Waddell said.
Milek said he thinks lt is a good
idea to ask students.
"Students may not realize they
can do it," he said. "Where some
people come from, it's not
needed."
Waddell said people need to
register their bicycles.

narrow leads in both the House
and Senate Political analysts say
there Is a 50-50 chance that Democrats will pick up the 18 seats
they would need to wrest away
control of the House; the chances
for a Senate takeover are rated
somewhat lower.
If the outcome hinges on a halfdozen or fewer seats - a distinct
possibility - close races on the
West Coast, where polls close
latest, could be the determining
factors.
In Oregon, as many as a third
of the state's 1.9 million voters
are expected to vote absentee in
See BALLOTS, page three.

Dawn Keller
The BG News

Students voiced concern to
state's top budget director
Thursday about the power of the
Ohio Board of Regents and technology in higher education.
Greg Browning, director of the
Ohio Office of Budget Management, explained how the
government makes budget decisions that affect the University.
Students asked about the
autonomy of local institutions
and the power of the Ohio Board
of Regents, the governing body
appointed by the governor to
oversee the state's higher education system.
"Governor George Voinovlch
is supposedly among a group that
believes power should be taken
away from far away places and
given to local places. Well, he has
transferred power from individual institutions to the Regents,"
said Scott Shepard, Graduate
Student Government Multicultural Affairs representative.
"The Regents are making wholesale decisions for universities,
causing individual institutions to
scramble behind and try to see
what they can salvage."
Browning said he disagreed
with the concept of the Regents
having alot of power.
"The Board of Regents is in-

*

tentionally designed to be weak
by leaders of Ohio colleges and
universities who wanted a forum
but did not want to turn over
power," he said. "I dont think
we've transferred wholesale
power to the Board of Regents in
any way. The strong history of
local control Is what we have today."
The group also discussed how
Institutions of higher education
were funded.
"Enrollment Is at the economic
heart of this institution. I just
don't know another rational way
to do it," Browning said."I also
don't think that enrollment
should drive every dollar out of
Columbus that comes to BG."
Browning said the higher education funding formula is very
complicated.
"Only a handful of bureaucrats
in Columbus understand how It
works. Nobody understands how
the higher education funding
formula works beyond them," he
said. "That in itself is a problem.
We are trying to deal with lt."
Browning said one area of concern was how technology was being used at the University.
"Many people would argue that
the technology revolution missed
higher education," Browning
said.
Brandon Bias, residential
computer connection employee
and student, said technology is

well-used at the University.
"In many classes, class continues when it's over. There's e-mail
discussions and homework to
turn in via the computer," he
said."All that sounds good in
theory, but there aren't that
many computers. Sometimes you
have to stand in line to continue
classwork. It can be frustrating
for those who dont have their
own computer."
Browning said Ohio has a solid
higher education system when lt
comes to technology and other
areas. However, he added that
having strong schools has positives and negatives.
"When you have so many
schools. It's hard to keep the level
of funding high enough," he said.
"When you add to that the high
degree of institutional autonomy,
and you add to that the culture of
higher education and the reward
structure, that adds up to a very
costly model of operation."
Phil Mason, director of
governmental affairs, said he
thought the most Important issue
Browning addressed was technology.
"It was obvious that one salient
point that came out was the need
for more technology," Mason
said. "There are many great
things we can do with enhanced
See BUDGET, page three.
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E.A.R. to the ground
Okay, kiddies — remember how teachers at your
Junior high and high school got all bent out of shape
about couples making out in the halls between
classes? Have you realized that, besides the "adult's"
obvious agenda to get passionate students to stop
doing so, it's also Incredibly tacky to shove your tongue
down the throat of your love object in public? There
are places for such things — the campus mall is not
one of them.
«
•
•
•
It's halloween weekend! If you're not heading down
to a certain other MAC school in southeastern Ohio,
check out the scary people (same as they always are.
Just in costume) trekking around BG this weekend. If
the urge so moves you. become one of them — it might
earn you some free candy or something.
•
*
*
•
Seems as though there's been an enormous increase in bike theft on campus this year. A note to
keep your wheels from being the next to appear on
the side of a milk carton — LOCK THE FRAME OF
YOUR BIKE, NOT JUST THE WHEEL.TO THE RACK.
Anyone with a small ratchet or wrench (no special
tools required!) can easily remove a wheel from a bicycle, and hence, remove your bike. We hope we didn't
Just tip someone off on how to steal a bike.
•
•
•
•
Here's one of those less-popular but well-worthyour-effort sports — Falcon soccer! The soccer team
plays at home on Friday and Sunday — and, as an
added incentive for your attendance, if they win on
Sunday, they'll earn themselves a MAC title outright.
Check 'em out at Cochran field (between the Ice Arena
and Doyt Perry Stadium) at 3 p.m. on Friday and 2
p.m. on Sunday.
•
•
»
•
Here's a question — okay, we all know about the
well-publicized debate between Loren Lomasky and
some chosen Christain philosopher about the
existance of God. Last year, it was touted as "The Great
Debate." This year, it was called "The Greatest Debate." Does that mean that it will no longer exist? I
mean, how can you get any better than "the greatest"?

Hail to the baseball chief

As you by now must have
already heard. Clinton Is leading the polls over Bob Dole by
150 points, and has already
been declared the winner In 51
states. (For the purposes of the
election Canada has joined the
union. After all. If someone is
legally allowed to hustle fake
quarters that won't work In
Laundromats to unsuspecting
Americans, they might as well
be allowed to vote.)
Due to brilliant Investigative journalism, the BGNews
will be the first paper to unleash the following breaking
news:
DEWEY DEFEATS TRUMAN
Oops, that's next week's
story. I meant:
GRIFFEY DEFEATS CLINTON
We conducted our own
poll here at The News .The poll
consisted of asking our imaginary friends how they would
vote (hypothetlcalry. of course).
The first time through, we
came up with similar statistics
as other pollsters. However, the
whole system was thrown out
of whack when we threw Ken
Griffey Jr.'s name In with the
other candidates. In a major
upset. Ken Griffey Jr. scored a
whopping 75% of the votes.
(24% went to Clinton and 1%
went to "that fruit guy.")
For those unfamiliar with

Mather
Ken Griffey Jr.. he Is a baseball
player on the Seattle Mariners.
Over this past summer. Nike
(swoosh emblem here) sponsored a series of ads promoting Ken Griffey Jr. for president.
No one took this seriously, except for a certain dedicated
journalist here at The News.
I compared the three major candidates, Clinton, Dole,
and Griffey. I could not compare the minor candidates because I am a Junior and have
not yet chosen my minor. Following are my reasons on Why
Griffey will win the election.
Millions of people will vote
for him. Just to see Dana
Carvey's hilarious impressions
of him on Saturday Night Live.
He's lived In Seattle for 5
years and never once started a
grunge band.
He will be a lock after he
"develops" a life threatening
disease, and In a nationwide
plea, asks the country to "win
one for the Griffer."
He once hit back-to-back
home runs with his Dad during a game. (You're saying. "So

what?" But did you ever hit their answers after we agreed
back to back home runs with to keep their anonymity.
your dad during a game? I don't
"Ken Griffey Jr.? Oh. he's
think so.)
that cute baseball player. He
How can you not like Ken reminds me of Denzel."
Griffey Jr.?
"I thought that was the allHe's so good that as presi- star ballot."
dent, not only will he throw the
"I agreed with his views on
first pitch, he'll run up to the abortion and education."
plate and hit it for a home run.
For your help In the elecHeck, we here at The News tion we will now attempt to anwould vote for Ken Griffey Jr. swer some questions you may
Just to see him call himself up have for the candidates.
and invite himself to the White
Where do Bob Dole and
House after winning the World Clinton stand on Health Care?
Series.
They both think it's a good idea.
Finally, the powerful lobWhere does Ken Griffey Jr.
bies in Washington will be stand? About 3 Inches off the
struck down. The oil lobby, the plate, because he likes them
tobacco lobby, and the hotel low and away.
lobby will be no match for the
Which candidate is least
shoe lobby In it's bid to have likely to have an affafr? Griffey.
Ken Jr. elected. These are He's not even married.
people who were able to conWhich candidate is least
vince the entire male popula- likely to die in office? Bob
tion of the country that shoes "Methuselah" Dole? Billy Bob
are directly related to athletic "McMuffln" Clinton? Who do
ability. This Is like saying your you think? (I must once again
car's paint Job gives it better gas praise this great nation of ours.
mileage. I guarantee you at mis Only In this country would I be
rate, ten years from now you'll allowed to call our brave and
see a couple pulled over on the fearless leader Billy Bob.)
side of the road, smoke billowThis election can be like all
ing from the engine, and the the others. You can play eenleguy will be scratching his head meenle-mlny-moe. You can
saying. "I don't understand, I pick the candidate you dislike
Just waxed It last week."
the least. You can punch out
We've already started to all of the little holes to really
count the absentee ballots, and annoy the pollster people. Or
asked some locals why they you can make a difference. It's
voted for Griffey. They gave up to you.
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News editor

Scott Brown
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How well do we know our candidates?

There's an old saying In
politics that people don t really
start paying attention to campaigns until the World Series is
over. Well, the expanded playTiffany Wendeln
Aaron Weisbrod
offs have given us all a longer
Copy Chief
Entertainment editor
reprieve, but now It's time to
start paying attention.
Anna Wahrman
Blake Parkins
In a few days, we'll have
privilege of heading to the
Assistant copy chief
Assistant sports editor the
Eolls to elect city council memera, state representatives,
congressmen and congressProduction Staff
women; In short, we get to take
part in the process of selecting
Jennifer Apt
Cathy Raidl
the people who will govern us
for the next few years.
We also get to elect many
Brian Gallatin
Greg Schwitzgebel
of the Judges who preside over
our courts. United States SuJeff Gayton
Erin Taylor
nme Court Justices, and other
;ral Judges, are appointed by
Ryan Kravitz
Jessica Wherry
the president. That's why whoever wins the presidency has
such a lasting Impact on the
Margaret Kushlak
Carla Zvosec
courts. But Judges In Ohio and
many other states, at most
other levels. Including our state
Copyright 1996 The BG News. Reprinting of any material In
supreme court, must run for
this publication without the permission of The BG News Is strictly
election.
prohibited.
Judicial candidates are
The BG News is an Independent publication founded in 1920 subject
to a very strict and difand is published dally during the academic year and
ferent set of rules than the
Wednesday's in the summer.
people seeking other offices. In
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
Ohio, the canons that govern
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
Judicial candidates are known
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily
as the Code of Judicial Conthose of The BG News.
duct. The canons are a list of
Letters Intended for publication must be 2OO-30O words long, "thou shalls" and "shall nots"
that describe the way a Judge
typed and Include the writer's name, phone number and Unwershould behave during a camslty affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any
paign and in office.
and all letters.
For instance. Canon One
The BG News encourages its reader to notify the paper of
states: A Judge Should Uphold
any errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
the Intregrity and Independence of the Judiciary." Under
210 West Hall
each heading, there are more
Bowling Green State University
detailed explanations. Canon
Bowling Green. OH 43403
Seven covers campaigns. It
bgnewsl ffi bgnet.bgsu.edu
says:" A Judge Should Refrain
from Political Activity InapproPenny Brown
Opinion editor

Hideki Kobayashi
Photo editor

Columnis
priate to Judicial Office."
Canon Seven also greatly
limits what Judges are allowed
to say during a campaign. Even
though they are seeking votes
In an election. Judicial candidates aren't supposed to talk
about the issues. 1 Join those
who argue that this Infringes on
Judges' First Amendment rights
of free speech.
There is a natural tension
between Canon Seven and the
First Amendment, but the Idea
behind fhe rule Is to prevent
Judicial candidates from taking
stands on Issues which may
later come before their court.
We want Judges to be unbiased and open minded. A
j ndIra 1 candidate making campaign pledges would be bound
to rule on cases based on promises made, not on the merits of
the case.
Canon seven, while a bit
limiting. Is also convenient for
tudlclal candidates to hide beilnd. It allows one to duck the
tough questions. "Sorry, can't
answer that. Judicial canons
and what not. But candidates
for other offices don't have that
same excuse, although they
sometimes act as If they do.
Of course, the big plum
this year Is the presidential
race. The man we choose to
lead our country for the next
four years will be the bookend
on the other side of a century

that began with Teddy
Roosevelt at the helm.
This Is a big decision. The
person who holds the office
leaves a lasting Impression on
the country long after his term
has expired. As voters, we want
to make an Informed decision,
but how much do we really
know about either of the major
party candidates? If we listen
only to what they're telling us.
I'm afraid the answer Is: not
much.
Both candidates. It seems,
have taken the "campaign lite"
approach.
They've stayed away from
the controversial Issues, the
kinds of problems that demand
bold leadership and solutions
that may not be very pleasant.
Instead, they've lingered on safe
matters that most people can
agree upon, and the sorts of
Issues that are really the purview of state and local politicians.
Instead of answers, we're
left with more questions the
candidates haven't satisfactorily addressed. How is the Social Security safety net going to
be there for the aging baby
boomers without an even more
burdensome tax?
Do we know their plans for
health care? Our troops in
Bosnia — are they going to be
left there Indefinitely?
George Bush called it "that
vision thing." What Is each
candidate's plan for the country In the next four years?
They speak In euphemisms about building bridges
to the next century; is there a
toll booth on that bridge? And
what's on the other side? Neither has articulated a specific
blueprint that voters can exam-

ine, and then decide to accept
or reject.
What Is fair to ask of our
presidential candidates' visions
lor the future? Which reformed
communist leader they would
support In Russia after Boris
Yeltsin departs Is a too specific
question. But both promise our
economy will grow and more
Jobs will be created. Isn't It fair
of us to ask how each plans to
fulfill the promise?
Instead of answers, we
have photo opportunities and
an avoidance of the serious Issues that would marvel even
the most evasive candidate for
Judicial office.
The most difficult Issues
are necessarily the most controversial. Our presidential
candidates aren't supposed to
be avoiding those Issues,
they're supposed to be talking
about them, spelling out their
Esltions and giving us all a
tter idea whose "vision thing"
we like better.
Both presidential candidates are very Intelligent men
who have been around politics
and government all their lives.
Each has an army of skilled
and highly paid advisors
around them. Certainly, each
must have a well-defined Idea
where they want to take the
country In the next four years.
There is another old saying in politics. The 19th century French author Joseph de
Maistre said "every nation has
the government It deserves." If
thats so. we had better start
demanding more details from
our candidates, lest we get the
kind of government we deserve.
Paul Pfeifer is an Ohio Supreme Court Justice and guest
columnist for The News.
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Law preventing
feeding expired
meters scorned
The Associated Press

The monks from the Sara Je Monastery In India, followed by Interested citizens, walk to the North Carolina Art Museum pond

early Wednesday.
"Cincinnati probably received
more national attention over the
arrest of Mrs. Stayton than we
did for making Fortune magazine's list of the Best Cities in
which to live," Fortune wrote in
proposing to change the law.
Fortune and two other council
members have said they favor
changing the meter law. The
other six are undecided.
Some merchants oppose a
change. They contend that limited meters keep people from
parking in front of their businesses all day, making space for
customers.
"I think it's crazy to change it.
We have one Incident and we're
going to start changing laws?"
said Ron Norton of Norton Photography.
A parking expert said most cities have laws against feeding expired limited-time meters.
"And to do it right in front of
an officer is a bit much," said
Kim Jackson, director of technical services for the Washingtonbased International Parking Institute. "You either have to have
the rules and enforce them or not
have them at all."

CINCINNATI ~ Bad publicity
over the arrest of a 62-year-old
grandmother who plunked coins
into other people's expired parking meters has a city councilman
vowing to change an ordinance
that makes refilling an expired
meter a crime.
But the defendant, Sylvia Stayton, said Thursday she thinks the
City Council won't change the
law, because the business community prefers to keep it. Mrs.
Stayton said she supports Councilman Todd Fortune's proposal.
But, she said: "I don't think
they're going to get it done."
Mrs. Stayton said she had been
unaware that Cincinnati had an
ordinance that makes it illegal to
refeed meters. So were other
people who telephoned her to express their surprise after her
Oct. 24 arrest, she said.
The mother of four and
grandmother of 10 pleaded innocent last week in Hamilton
County Municipal Court to misdemeanor charges of obstructing
official business and disorderly
conduct She said she has never
been arrested before.
She spent about three hours in
carrying the Jar that holds sand that made their mandala. The
One group of veteran metera holding cell at the Hamilton
mandala Is used for medication and prayer.
County Jail until her family feeders Is rallying to Mrs. Stayposted a $1,900 bond. ABC ton's cause. A suburban Springnewsman David Brinkley men- dale church whose members also
tioned the arrest in his commen- put coins into parking meters Is
tary on Sunday morning, and making T-shirts in support of
Mrs. Stayton appeared on the Mrs. Stayton, who awaits a pretrial hearing Nov. 13.
The grand jury said the four of 1992 to burn a cross at the Late Late Show with Tom Snyder
conspired to burn a cross in front trailer to force the couple out.
On New Year's Eve, Dec. 31,
of a trailer located in a rural area
ing of the students' life In terms
between Waynesville and Clyde, 1995, at the home of Alfred and Continued from page one.
N.C, because it was occupied by Eugene Smith, they constructed technological services. Techono- of their daily learning life," he
Gordon Cullins and Hazel Anne- the crosses, wrapped them in logy funding Is one of the major said.
rags and soaked them with issues."
tte Sutton, a mixed-race couple.
Browning also met with admin"Hateful acts like cross burn- flammable liquids, the indictMason, who organized Browings strike at the heart of the ment charged. Then, it said, they ning's visit, said it was important istrators earlier in the day.
They discussed an addition of
community and must be set them afire outside the trailer for Browning to be on campus
performance funding and an
stopped," said Assistant Attor- in the early morning hours and and meet with students.
ney General Deval L. Patrick, shouted racial slurs and threats
"It's important for him to come alteration of the higher education
while they burned.
head of the civil rights division.
to campus and get an understand- funding formula.
The indictment alleged the deIf convicted, each faces up to
fendants, all members of a large 21 years in prison and a $600,000
AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOl I AOII
family, began planning in the fall fine.

Cross-burning cases increasing
Michael J. Snlffen
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Four North
Carolina men were charged
Thursday with burning two crosses on the lawn outside the home
of a racially-mixed couple near
Waynesville, N.C
Since January, the Justice Department has brought more than
20 cross-burning cases against 30
defendants. Two weeks ago, a
Maine man pleaded guilty to
burning a cross in an Augusta
neighborhood where multi-racial

families live. The same week,
two Ohio men pleaded guilty to
felony civil rights violations for
burning a cross in front of the
home of a black family near
Mansfield.
A three-count Indictment was
unsealed in U.S. District Court in
Asheville, N.C, charging Leonard Hayes, Martin King, Alfred
Smith and Eugene Smith, all of
the Waynesville area, with violating federal criminal civil rights
laws. The indictment was returned sealed on June 25.
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a good idea for officers to have a
hot list, just like is done with car
theft
"That would help keep the line
of communication going so the
officers would know what bikes
were stolen," Milek said.
There are several things stu-

dents can do to avoid having their Continued from page one.
bicycles stolen or help find it If
Tuesday's general election. In
their bicycle has been stolen.
Bratt said stranded cable Is the Washington, the number of absentee voters may hit 1 million.
best defense against theft.
Another factor that could delay
"With the stranded cable, it's
hard to cut through that You will determination of which party
smash the cable but you wont cut controls the House Is the prospect that a small number of
It," Bratt said.
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DEAN'S LIST
SPRING 1996

Texas House elections could be
forced into runoffs because of
the Impact of a late courtordered remapping of congressional districts.
If no candidate wins a majority
on Election Day in the redrawn
districts, runoffs will be held
Dec. 10.
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Alpha Phi Proudly Announces our Fall 1996 new Members!
Kelli Stevens
Sharon Doroba
Toria Dearing
Meredith Long
Brooke Verdova
Jenifer Piior
Angela Amadeo
Kristen Balas
Abby Barr
Emily Brettel
Sara Brewer
Penny Brown
Heather Canton
Kelly Cline

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Social
Community Service

Michele Dowling
Amy Ferguson
Danielle Frey
Laura Keller
Kristen Larson
Stephanie Libby
Laura Mausser
Rachel le Miracle
Julie Pendell
Karen Simcich
Jenn Soley
Michelle Wade
Rachel Warren
Melissa Yessayan
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COMMISSIONER PERKINS IS
DEDICATED & EXPERIENCED
• Serving Us Now As Our Commissioner.
• Mayor of Bowling Green - 7 years
• Member of Bowling Green City Council 4 years

RE-ELECT

PERKINS
COMMISSIONER

Commissioner
Alvln L. Perkins
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Senior dynasty
Six graduating players leading
Falcon soccer to promised land
Jim Tocco
The BC News

"I think we've laid a
great foundation for
Bowling Green
soccer. I think we
mesh very well."

A sign hangs above assistant
Falcon soccer coach Wade Jean's
desk. It reads: "[Falcon Soccer]
From upstart to contender, from
contender to winner, from winner to champion, from champion
to dynasty."
During their four years playDave Kindl
ing at Bowling Green, the six
Falcon
forward
graduating seniors have done
their best to help the team in that
direction. These six seniors will most successful four-year
be recognized Sunday for these stretch In team history, compilaccomplishments and their dedi- ing a S2-19-4 mark (.732). They
cation to the team at Cochrane have also rolled to a 14-3-2 mark
field before the game against in conference play.
"I think we've laid a great
Western Michigan.
In fact, the team's record and foundation for Bowling Green
rankings have unproved every soccer," Dave Kindl said. "I
year since 1993, their freshman think we mesh very well."
Some would point out,
year. In '93, the Falcons ranked
ninth in the region. In '94, they however, that the foundation for
finished seventh, then third in greatness was laid four years
"95. Currently, BG is ranked sec- earlier, with the class of 1992. As
ond in the region and 11th seniors, the class of V2 led the
nationally, due in large part to team to a 15-2-1 record and a
national ranking of ninth.
the seniors.
"The class of V2 kind of set the
"They're a very cohesive unit,"
said head coach Mel Mahler. mark for us, and we came in and
"They complement each other we had a lot to live up to," Peter
Kolp said. "But we've done that
very well."
The group has led BG to its and some. I think we're the best

team in the school's history."
"I don't know about the best
ever," said a modest Steve Klein
"But it's definitely a great class."
The numbers, however, would
support that assertion This class
has landed three players - Kindl,
Klein, and Joe Burch - on BG's
top ten lists in both goals and assists.
Besides numbers, every one of
these guys has tolled for the team
- during the season and the offseason - for four years. And
through it all, they have become
good friends.
"All the seniors are real close,"
said Klein. "It makes playing on
the field a lot easier when you're
great friends with everybody.
That's been the best part. The
good friends and the good times
we've had on and off the field."
"Everybody on the team just
gets along well," Kolp added.
"There are a lot of characters on
this team ... we all seem to get
along somehow." But for the rest
of the season, the senior class is
willing to put the accolades and
the four years of success behind
them, and focus on the NCAA
tournament.

The Falcon Soccer Seniors
Joe
Burch
Forward • Cincinnati

Back • Lorain, Ohio

Career Highlights:
All-Mideast, All-Ohio, All-MAC.
1994-95 ... NSCAA ScholarAthlete All-American, 1995.

Career Highlights:
Team captain, 1996 ... Threetime letterman... US Olympic
Festival Camp, 1995.

Coach Mahler: "He's a great kid and a great leader.
The numbers speak for themselves."

Coach Mahler: "He's just done an unbelieveable
job. He's something of the unsung hero."

#

Dave
Kindl

16

Jamie
Harmon

Forward • Mentor, Ohio

Forward • Brecksville. Ohio

Career Highlights:

Career Highlights:

Three-time letlerman.

All-Ohio. 1995... Top 10 all-time
In points and goals ... Three-time
letterman.

Coach Mahler: "He's given us a spark. He has the
ability to posess the ball and create chances."

Coach Mahler: "He's one of the hardest-working
kids I've ever seen."

#

Peter
Kolp

19

Steve
Klein

Forward • Nashville, Ten.

Back • Westerville, Ohio

Career Highlights:

Career Highlights:

All-time BG assists leader... Top
five all-time in career goals and
points ... Team MVP, 1994-95.

Pat and Mickey Cochrane
Scholarship recipient, 1995 ...
Three-time letterman.

Coach Mahler: "He's probably our best all-around
player. He can single-handedly take over a game-

Coach Mahler: "He may be the best attacking
midfielder that I've ever seen in this conference, if not
the region. When he's on, he's untouchable."

See SENIORS, page five.

Cross
country
ready
for MAC

Falcon icers
renew rivalry
with Spartans
Blake Parkins
The BG News

Jason McMahon
The BG News

The starter's gun has been
cocked. The course has been
lined. The finish chute has been
set up. All the MAC needs now
are the runners.
The Falcons are set to compete
in Saturday's Mid-American
Conference Cross Country
Championships in Muncie, Ind.
on the campus of Ball State. Both
BG teams took titles last year,
but have traveled very different
paths toward this year's competition.
The BG women have tunnel vision when it comes to their MAC
goals. All they're looking at is
first place.
"We want to win very much,"
women's coach Steve Price said.
The Falcons will encounter
some stiff competition, though.
Their chief rivals will be Eastern
Michigan and Ohio University, a
team that has already beaten
them twice - which has struck
more than a few nerves among
the BG squad.
"It's just really frustrating that
OU keeps beating us," sophomore Jessica LaFene said. "We
are just ready to beat them."
Price is banking on another
strong performance from
LaFene and a great day from his
three seniors: Laura Hall, Suzanne Isco, and Rene* Strayer.
Hall is seeking All-MAC honors
(top 12) for the fourth year in a

Tony
Dore

#4

TW BG Ne»i/HI4ckl K.h.yuhi

Bowling Green's John Hustler (back right) scopes out an opponent during a game against Boston College earlier this season.

The Bowling Green hockey
team has an opportunity to get
off to the best start in school history.
After dominating schools to
rack up a 6-0 overall record, a
win against Michigan State in
East t jinalng tonight would immortalize the club as one of BG's
best ever.
If they extend their winning
streak against MSU they have a
good chance of putting the record even farther out of reach as
they play host to Notre Dame on
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the BGSU
Ice Arena.
The sputtering Spartans are
trying to rebound from disappointing losses to Boston College and Northeastern last weekend. They enter this weekend of
play at 5-3 overall and 3-2 on the
season.
Friday's game will be a conference match and could be a good
indicator of BG's success in fu-

"Our focal point this
week is Michigan
State."
Buddy Powers
Falcon coach
ture CCHA games. The Spartans
play a similar brand of hockey to
BG and the Falcons must focus
on playing smart hockey. Both
teams feature lines that can
score quick goals and the contest
will probably be marked by a
quick tempo.
"Our focal point this week Is
Michigan State," said BG coach
Buddy Powers. "We have to perform better at our end of the
rink. We have to play more consistently.
"Last weekend we only made a
couple of mistakes; unfortunately they all made It Into the net.
See ICERS, page five.

Volleyball team set to host weekend slate
William Sanderson
The BG News

Bowling Green's volleyball
season is in its final days. This
weekend will be the Falcons'
final appearence at Anderson
Arena for the season, and seniors
Shayne Crumley and Lori Hilton's last appearence of their caSee MAC, page five. reers.

Bowling Green will host two
Michigan schools beginning with
Central Michigan tonight at 7:00
p.m. Tonight will also be Parents'
night. Saturday, they will face
Eastern Michigan on Senior
night
It is not actually their last
"home" match A week from Saturday, they will play Toledo at
Bowling Green High School. An

night on Saturday," said outside
hitter Crumley. "We're still looking to win five of our last seven."
After losing six in a row, the
Shayne Crumley Falcons beat Akron last Friday in
Falcon senior rather convincing fashion. Altough they lost to Kent In a brutal
three game sweep, the win may
"We're defintely looking for- have given them the added conward to this weekend, with Parents' night Friday, and Seniors'
See SLATE, page five.

"We're definitely looking forward to this
weekend."

derson Arena was unavailable
due to the parents' weekend festivities.

Football team hopes to end year with three wins
Scott Browa
The BG News

Pride.
It's the only thing that the Bowling
Green football team has left to play for in
1996.
The Falcons, losers of three of their
past four, take on Akron Saturday at the
Rubber Bowl (4 p.m. WBGU-FM) and at
4-4 overall and 3-3 in the MAC It Is a
seemingly meaningless game.
But coach Gary Blackney stresses that
there is a lot to still play for, principally
the difference between a 7-4 record and
anything else.
"This is the difference between showing improvement over a year ago and

;

staying the same," Blackney said. "Nobody wants to do that.
"7-4 Is a winning season. It's O K. It's
not what you set out to do. 8-3 is good. 9-2
is great. You finish 9-2 and you're going
to be one of 15 Division I-A schools, and
that's a pretty good measuring stick.
"7-4 Is O K, but anything less than that
Is mediocre. We were mediocre last year
and I don't want to do that again."
BG, remember, finished a grisly 5-6
last season, the first losing season in
Blackney's six-year tenure. To avoid another losing season the Falcons must win
two of three remaining games.
Beating the Zips Saturday could be a
tall order. BG has won the past four
meetings with Akron by a combined.

;

168-22, but the Falcons have scored Just [ Bob Niemet, Keylan Gates and Jerel
11 offensive points in the past two weeks Kluc]. I dont know If we're talented
while Akron has won two games In a row, enough to come back from that."
including a surprising 10-7 win over
BG will be going with the same lineup
Miami two weeks ago.
that managed just 99 yards in last week's
Getting the offense back In gear will be shutout against Ohio.
key for the Falcons Saturday.
By contrast, Akron racked up 452
"The way our offense has been playing, offensive yards in Its 34-17 pasting of
we've been searching for alternative Northern Illinois.
ways to win," Blackney said. "Over the
"They played extremely well and hard
last three or four games, we haven't been
successful, except for the Kent game against Miami and It was no fluke,"
when the special teams came through Blackney said of the Zips. "They did all
the things they needed to do. They played
and provided three touchdowns for us.
'Tor the most part, our defense has with that extra charge of energy. It's
been playing well enough to win. On their last game at home ... so I'm sure
offense, we're missing three players in there Is a tremendous amount of Incenthe backfield from last year at this time
tive"

t

Saturday, 4 p.m.
Rubber Bowl
Akron, Ohio
Radio: WBGU-FM (88.1), WF06AM (1430), WBVI-FM (98.7)
Television: none locally
Brawn's Pk*: Zips. 10-7
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Soccer closes out with Dayton, WMU BG swim teams
host two meets
JlmTocco
The BC News

Today's game starts at 3 p.m.

The Falcons can cap off a terThe start time for today's soccer game against Dayton has
rific regular season this weekbeen moved up to 3 p.m. The game was originally slated for 3:30
end, with two home matches.
pjn.
Sunday's game against
Sunday's game remains with a 2 p.m. start time.
Western Michigan is Senior Appreciation Day and an opportunity to go undefeated In the MAC.
A win Sunday would earn the
The Falcons could think of no the Dayton Flyers.
Falcons their first ever regular better place to do it, either. In
Coach Dwayne Shaffer's club
season MAC title outright.
three seasons, the Falcons have heads a 7-9-1 record heading into
Entering this week. Western lost only one game at Mickey Friday's game. They finished
Michigan held an overall record Cochrane Field. They are 20-1-1 with a respectable 6-5 record In
of 3-7-4,0-2-1 within the MAC.
within the friendly confines dur- the Atlantic 10.
"Everything is in place," coach ing that stretch
The season series with Dayton
Mel Mahler said. "We had this
BG holds a commanding 19-3-1 dates back to 1965, in Bowling
opportunity back in '93, we lost to lead over the WMU Broncos In Green soccer's first ever game
Akron for the MAC champion- the all-time series, including a as a varsity sport. BG dropped
ship at home, so it's nice to be in 10-1 mark at Cochrane Field. In- that game, 4-1. Since then, BG
that situation again."
cluded in those figures are vic- has gone on to post 13 wins
Winning this' game is ex- tories of 3-0 and 4-0 in the past against only six losses.
tremely important to the players. two years.
Dayton's last victory came in
"We all really want [MAC
The Brown and Orange will 1990, by a score of 1-0.
Champion] rings on our fingers," tune up for that game today with
Two wins this weekend would
Steve Klein said.
a non-conference duel against give the Falcons a finish of ten

consecutive wins - a wave of enthusiasm which they would ride
into the MAC tournament, which
BG hosts.

Continued from page four.

"Hopefully, we can contend for
a national title," Kind] said. "All I
wanted to do was come to a college that would get to the NCAA
tournament, but now I think we
have a great chance to go and do
more than that"
"We can get at least two, three
games deep," Kolp added. "From
there, if the ball bounces funny,
me might find ourselves on
national TV come December."
"It's always been my dream to
go to the Final Four," Joe Burch
said.
If any class has the heart, dedication, and talent to do that. It is
the class of •96/'97.

ICERS
Continued from page four.

We have to cut down on the big
mistakes."
One phase of the game that the
Falcons have played exceptionally well at is the penalty kill. BG
special teams have turned away
39 of 41 power play chances including a streak of 23 successful
trys.

"Our special teams is doing a sive scorers by utilizing their
great job killing power plays," size to slow the game.
Notre Dame returns 18 lettersaid Powers. "Saturday we
played more consistently end-to- winners under second-year
end."
coach and former Notre Dame
Bowling Green faces a team and NHL standout Dave Poulin.
Saturday in Notre Dame that has The Irish are noted for trying to
a very contrasting style to that of control the tempo with an emMichigan State. The Irish try to phasis on defense.
Their defense revolves around
compensate for a lack of explo-

Hike Leonard
The BC News

SENIORS

junior goalie Matt Eisler, who
could prove to be one of the best
goalies in the CCHA. Eisler was
the team MVP as a freshman and
last year he recorded a 4.36
goals-against average with a .876
save percentage.
The puck drops at 7 p.m. on
Saturday at the BGSU Ice Arena
as BG hosts Notre Dame.

The Falcon swim teams return to action this weekend
taking a dual meet agaist
Wright State today and trimeet against Eastern Michigan and Cincinnati Saturday.
Both teams come Into this
weekend's action with 2-0 records. The Falcons are coming
off a strong performance at
the Tom Stubbs relay meet
last Friday at Cooper Pool.
Head Coach Randy Julian
says that this weekend will be
a major test for both teams.
The Falcon men will face a
Wright State team that comes
in as the two-time defending
Midwestern Continent Conference champion. Despite the
Raiders' reputation, Julian is
confident that the meet will be
close.

champ Eastern Michigan
comes to Cooper Pool Julian's
goal for the team against the
Eagles is for the Falcons to be
competitive in every race.
Cincinnati, which Julian calls
a team In transition, will also
participate in the tri-meet.
The women will face off
against a Wright State team
that, like their male counterpart, is the defending MAC
champ. Julian says that this
meet will also be likely to be
determined by the last event.
On Saturday, the women will
face an Eastern Michigan
squad that is not as powerful
as the team that destroyed the
Falcons last year. Cincinnati,
however, comes Into this
season with hopes of qualifying for the NCAA finals as a
team. Julian says that the Falcon's strategy will be to beat
Eastern before worrying
about Cincinnati.

"This will be a really interesting meet. This meet will
likely come down to the last
race," Julian said

Today's meet against
Wright State will take place at
5 p.m. Saturday's women's
meet will begin at 1 p.m. The
Saturday's meet will be a men hit the water at 4 p.m. All
stlffer test for the Falcons as the meets will take place at
17-tlme defending MAC Cooper Pool.

Men's golf finishes fall season at Old Dominion tournament
The men's golf team finished
up their fall season with a tie for
GOLF
15th place In the Old Dominion
University Seascape Collegiate
Oct 28-29.
The team shot 303 on the first
Vince Guerrieri
day of the tournament, an average of about 76 per player. The
BG News
next day, Tuesday, the team
Sports Writer
brought Its score down to 297,
taking almost two strokes off the
average score, but it still wasn't
good enough
"I really thought we would Jeff Hunt "outstanding." After
move up after Tuesday's round," quadruple bogeying. Hunt came
back to play a great 17 holes, acsaid coach Todd Brunslnk.
Brunsink did find some bright cording to Brunslnk, who also
spots that Tuesday, singling out pointed out that Hunt was just
Jason May, Jason Carbone and three above par for the day, with
Scott Cashell for praise. Brun- a score of 75. Hunt finished in
sink called the play of sophomore 77th place, with a score of 153.

Brunslnk also pointed out that for a tie for 58th place, and secthe scores are, on the whole, ond on the team to captain Jason
lower in the South than in the Carbone's score of 74-72-146.
May, a transfer student from
North
"Numbers don't tell the whole Olivet College in Michigan, was
redshirted for his first season in
story," Brunslnk said.
Brunsink's goal is to get the competition. He Is a fifth-year
team's score for 18 holes down to senior graduating with a degree
290, which represents two above in mechanical design technology.
May's lasting memory from
par for the team.
Senior Jason May said the team the golf team occurred only two
dug Itself into a hole on the first weeks ago at the Kroger Intercollegiate, where he shot a 69 for
day.
"We played fair on the first eighteen holes on the way to a
day," May said "It was a lot of 40th place finish That memory la
also strong in Brunsink's mind
ground to make up."
"It was a highlight for me as
his coach," Brunsink said.
May plays last tournament
Senior Jason Carbone reIn his last collegiate tourna- members something more perment. May shot 76-74-150, good sonal. He remembers a game In

Rugby team falls to
Lions, routs Dayton

SLATE

NOTEBOOK

Mlka Grim
For the BC News
For 30 of Sunday's Midwest
Regional Championship match's
80 minutes, the Bowling Green
rugby team confused, confounded and just plain outplayed
national runner-up Penn State. In
the end, the second-ranked Nlttany Lions whittled away at the
Falcon's tiny 5-0 lead to scratch
and claw their way to a 27-5 victory.
In Saturday's results. Bowling
Green beat the University of
Dayton 60-7 while Penn State
destroyed Central Michigan
103-17. In a match that may have
foretold the future fortunes of
the two teams, BG's second 15
defeated the Nittany Lions second 15 by a score of 16-14.
"It's tough to say considering
we lost, but the Penn State match
was one of the most exciting rugby games I've ever seen," stated
BGSU coach Roger Mazzarella.
"It is also the best rugby I have
ever seen played by a Bowling
Green team."

Continued from page four.

fidence to defeat Eastern Michigan and Central Michigan.
Both previous matches against
"Our guys stood up to every- Eastern and Central Michigan
thing Penn State threw at them," went to decisive fifth games. BG
he added "Not only did they lost to Central before beating the
stand up to a superior team but Eagles of Eastern Michigan.
they dished a good portion of It
"The first time around these
right back at them. I couldn't be were tough five-game matches,"
any more proud of 16 Individuals said head coach Denise Van De
than I am of this club."
Walle. "One we just barely lost,
Penn State coach Terry Ry land one we won rather easily."
echoed Mazzarella's assessment
It will be a long weekend for
of Bowling Green.
the Chlppewas. Central had a late
"BG came out of the blocks as home match against Akron last
high as a kite. They knocked us
back on our heels and kept us
there a good portion of the first
half. I'd be lying if I said I wasn't Continued from page four.
worried that our string of
Midwest Championships was row. Iaco Is the defending indiabout to end"
vidual champion, and Price calls
Strayer "one of the most ImThe Falcons began their at- proved runners In the confertempt to regain the Midwest title ence."
"I don't think there's any one
with 60-7 semi-final victory over
Dayton on Saturday. A sluggish team that's favored right now,"
game to start out, center Mike Price said. "I think our three
Swanbeck opened the scoring seniors give us an edge.
"They want very much to win with a try before BG was hit with
a penalty try by referee Tom they're planning to win," he said
For the men, the MAC is a
Ban- allowing Dayton to take a
chance to bury the memories of
brief 7-5 lead.

the summer of 1995. In the first
nine holes, the two combined for
four under par.
"You could see in that round
that he was ready to compete,"
Carbone said.
Carbone Is especially sorry
that May couldn't leave with a
bang.
"I really feel bad for him,"
Carbone said. "I played my heart
out."
Team looks toward spring
Brunsink looks toward the
younger players to step forward
this spring. He referred to Carbone, Hunt, Scott Cashell, Mike
Kotnick and Ian Windsor as
"names to watch In the spring."

Carbone also sees the younger
players as getting their chance in
the spring, with competition
within the team raising the level
of competition of the team.
"A lot of people want to play,"
Carbone said. "I think that's going to help us compete In the
MAC."
Brunsink's optimism is guarded, though.
"I think there's some maturity
to be gained on this team," Brunsink said. "I think we're a year
away from putting a team on the
field to win the MAC."
Brunsink does expect the team
to do better than last year's sixth
place finish in the MAC tournament

night. They face the Falcons tonight before moving on to Toledo
Saturday.
Central was 7-3 and in fourth
place going into the Akron match
last night With a good weekend,
they could slip past Kent and/or
Ball State, and rind themselves in
second or third place.
The Chlppewas are led by
senior co-captain Christie Gruszynski. She has recorded 331 kills
and 80 blocks on the season.
Gruszynskl is coming off a career high 33 kills versus Eastern
Michigan.
Other offensive threats for

Central include Wendy Feldman
with 290 kills, Robin 111 with 250.
Setter Amanda Ault has an Impressive total of assists. Her 1057
assists in 79 games played Is a
MAC best.
As difficult as this season has
been for Bowling Green, it has
been even worse for the Eagles.
At the moment, Eastern Michigan is the only team lower in the
standings at 1-9 in the MAC.
Eastern Michigan's only previous MAC victory occurred
back In September in a thrilling
five-game match against Toledo
They, like Bowling Green, have

had three of their losses come in
five-game matches.
Marilene Shale leads the Eagles with 238 kills. Jody Thompson and Alexis Tlpton also contribute offensively with 208 and
157 kills respectively. The setter
duties are split between Cintla
Runha and Sandy Burke.

what has been a relatively disappointing season. All it takes is
one good team race at the right
time.
"It all comes down to one
meet," men's coach Sid Sink said
"This is the most important meet
of the year."
Sink's charges are the defending MAC champs, but the loss of
five runners puts a serious damper on any hopes of repeating.
Sink is hoping for his team to
land in the middle of the pack,
somewhere around fifth or sixth

The men finally broke through
with a much-improved performance in the last two weeks at the
Central Collegiates and Eastern
Michigan Open, leading Sink to
believe that his runners are
primed for a great meet.
"We're probably the most
ready we've been all season," he
said.
But preparation will not be
enough Each of the other MAC
teams have had this date circled
on their calendar all year as well
Once that starting gun fires, this

will be one of the wildest fivemile races all year.
"It's really an Intense meet,"
Sink said. "Everybody in that
race wants it badly."
Bowling Green will send one of
the youngest teams in the country Into battle. The top four figure to be juniors Jim Weckesser,
Rob Bowman, and Craig Nieset,
and sophomore Dan Flaute. The
crucial fifth runner will come
from a group of freshmen: Kreg
Hatfield, Mike Triola, Steve
Chapa, and Ken Schuster.

Winning five of the last seven
will be a tall order. That goal,
originally set last week, has become to win four of their final
five. Trips to Western Michigan
and Ball State loom on the horizon, after the Toledo match

MAC

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

Due to Parent's weekend, a
student pick-up is in effect for
the Friday, Nov. 8 Hockey game
vs. Ferris State. Students may
pick up their tickets with a valid
student ID starting on Monday,

HOM€ HOCKCV

SmufiDnv
BG vs. Notre Dame
7:00 pm at the Ice Arena
Come see the 3th ranked team in
the nation take on the Irish
#

memorial hall Ticket Office.

Fncc

ADMISSION W/STUDCNT

i

ID

■
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PART OF THE CREW-SHARP AT
WORKWanl to meet new people, gain practical skills,
and have fun m the process?

The BG News
Classified

Ads
372-6977

You must attend an information aaaaion to
receive an application' Question*, pleas* cat
Doraan
Long
2-2010
or
raVjng49bgnel.bgau.adu

CAMPUS EVENTS
ADVEHTISINGCLUB
Meeting Man. Nov. 4
aOOpmin 101 BA
Speaker: Ed Sofweictsert
of Greal Lea*. Marketing
Members: Dose are Due
NEWMEMBERS ALWAYS WELCOME I

PLAYASBALL
PLAY A'S BALL
Saturday November 2.1BM
City Park 8-2
$2 or a canned good
PLAYASBALL
PLAYASBALL

Individual* are over.
Group* are neat.
Do you know your itufl
to ba one ol the beat?
GoodLuckll
Your Secret Big

general

sewing, etc.

AOH-AOH-AOH-AOH

Prairie Margin* ia Back
Wan «M Soon
Submit your ittrature A artwork
For Ink) cat Kety 353-1M3
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
CALL 372-aOM NOW TO SCHEDULE
YOUR SITTING M 28 WEST HALL.

The Homecoming T-Shln Order ka Inll
You can pick fiem up in 330 University Union
(OSA) from October 23 - November 1. Oam i 5pm Call 2-2343 lor questions
USG ' USG ' USG ' USG
Let* talli about ill
Al student*, staff, family, and fnends are invited 10 respond *> the diversity butieln board
(vi the Union acroaa from (ha Ink) Daak). The
Multicultural Diversity Summit is comngH
Lara ta* about III
USG-USG "USG "USG

/

///' COUPON

Large
One
Item

Jooy.

LlneKriaan.
Feeling Mghty Crazy about youl
Are you aid led lor Sunday? I AMI
Love. Your Big Jennifer
AOII •AOH" AOII "AOII

Good Luck al Groups.
Know the Purposei
Your Big. JII
KAPPA m ■ CHl O • KAPPA SO
Thanks Trlk* Coaches I
We couldn't have done it without youl
Wire', 'Sunchip man'. 'Casey'. Myers A Vatan.
We Love Youl
Dawn. Heatier. Amy. and Knsien
CHI O- KAPPA SKI- CHI O

Lir Jessica S
Get eioted tor initiation on Sunday I
Feeling MghtyCra/yH
Love. Your Big Jennie

KD'OX'KD
The KSBKS of Kappa Delta would
tike to thank the brothers of
Theia Chi tor the great pumpkin
carving teal We had a fun time I
KD'OX'KD

AOII-AOII-AOII "AOII
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy kseia. Confidential and caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy corner.

MM Spaghetti Dinner AOII
Friday. November t 5-7 pm (S
BURSARABLE
Everyone welcome I Bnng a triendll
All proceed* go to AOII Centennial Fundl

PERSONALS

UID.
You made it thru individuals, but can you handle groups? I have faith because you're tie
bestl
BigE

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIM Qrente A
achoUrshlpa available Irom eponeoralll No
prapaymenta, everill (tlCaeli tor col(. For Into: 1-000-243-2435.
legeKt
CALL NOW!
Senior Picture* are now being taken
Call 372-8068 to schedule
your sitting. Pictures are being taken
dairy 10am 1pm and ?pm 6pm The (6
sitting toe can be charge through
the buraar. Portraits are taken at the
yearbook office. 28 Watt Hall.

flACancun A Jamaica Son ng Break Specials I
7 nights air A hoari from $3991 Price* increasesoon - Save (501 Save Si 50 on food, drinks. A
free partiesl 111% lowest price guarantee
apringbreakiraval com 1 -atXHTO-aaOQ

Ur Melissa.
Good luck at group*. Just remember your stuff
and I know you'll do great
Your Big
Little Came.
RU ready tor Sunday?
Know your stuff and
groups will go wef.
Oh Yeah, get ready to aingl

Delta Sigma PI * Delta Sigma Pi
BROWNIE S WE RE GREAT
YOU WILL DO OK KATE

0-1A Spring Break Panama Cityl Boardwalk
Beach Reaonl Beat Hotel. Location. Pnoai 7
nights S129I Daytona - Beit location (1391 Cocoa Beech Hiion (1891 apringbreak.traval.com
1 800-87W388

Greg

•"DELTA SIGMA PI—

Litbe Shelly.
Wall, my little, groups is almost here
But don't worry, there's nothing to 'ear
For on this night you will shine
And I promise, youll do fine
Love. Your Big Taia
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAfTS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORT RAfTS
CALL 372-6066 NOW TO SCHEDULE
YOUR SITTING IN 28 WEST HALL.

Delta Sigma Pi
Bryan.

LBT

Kick butt at Group*
Know the purpose and all of your stuff.
Good Luck"
Your Big Mndy

Big Scon

Delta Sigma Pi ■ Delta Sigma Pi

"•Delta Sigma PI"Good Luck Sunday
Groups is already here
Just remember *3 sing
loud and dear 11

Good luck at Groupsl
Know all your stuff and
you will do fine.
You Big Jen
Delia Sigma Pi * Delia Sigma Pi

Delia Slgme PI • Delta Sigma Pr
Lil Menbeth.
know the rose and sing it good,
say the purpose loud and dear
know your hiatory like you should
soon routl be a brother tTu* year
You've made it this tar. WOO HOOl
and you dont have to tar to go
I'm very proud that you're my lire©
Youl do great at groups. I know.
Good luck m groupsll
■Dob Slgme PI - Delta Slgme Pt-

Delta Sigma Pi
Litae Laurie.
Here* chance number two
to prove that you're wonhy,
Know the Purpose
and you wont have 10 worry
Your Big Margaret

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: HAVING
TROUBLE WITH FUNDRAISERS? Please
come to the workshop on Creative Fundraising
Techniques on Wednesday. November 6.
1906 at 7:00 pm in the Alumni Room ol the
University Union Cathy Pratt. Alumni Development Officer tor the College of Business
Admmiatraoon will be the presenter Dont mis*
the opportunity to receive valuable information
on fundraising on campus For more information or reservations, call the Office of Student
Lite at 372-2643.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORIES
are available in the Office of Student Life.
These directories contain phone numbers, addresses and contact people tor the registered
campus organizations You can gat your copy
while auppliei last in lie Office of Student Life.
405 Saodiemire Student Services.
GET IVIVOLVEDI

Delia Sigma Pi
LtMDaryl.

ALD' Alpha Lambda Delta * ALD
We rocked Baltimore'* Inner Harbor'
Order ol the Torch 3parv
AID' Alpha Lambda Dana * ALO

Good luck at Groups
Know the Roae and Sing real loud
Come Sunday and youl make me very proud.
Big Jessica

ALD-Alpha Lambda Delta'AID
DM you mtea irvoaaon?
Pick up certificate* and pins
405 Student Service*
ALD • Alpha Lambda Delta • ALD

Delta Sigma Pi
To my littles Farrah A Dave.
Good kick at Groups
Ba ready to dap (rapl
Know the Purpose and The Roeel
Love. Your Big Lisa

The Homecoming T-Shirt Order la In!!!
You can pick them up in 330 university Union
(OSA) Irom October 23 - November 1 6am
5pm Call? ?343 for questions
The Men olBG Calendars
Please note the change in tie October ad tor
the Soianum. The phone number is 352-6450.
We apologize for the inconvenience

Thau CM

""'

$ 75

6

5827 Monroe St.

Add Breadsticks For Only $2|

Now Hiring

Ovor 3 Million Pizzas Sold

Smiling, Energetic
Individuals for the
following Positions:
Bussers/Dlshwashers
Counter
Kitchen &
Walt Staff

Coupon
Eiplrea
11/Srv*.

Since I***
203 N. Ham, ■ Q

FREE DELIVERY

352-5166^

Apply in person
Mon-Fri
2-4:00 p.m.

Dale Dash
Friday Nov. 1
7«>pm above SamB's
TnetaChl

So...You think you wanna be a
Playa?!
Do you even know how to be a
playa?!
If you think you are, or, if you're
a wannabe, you gotta be at the

Playa's Ball

WANTED
1 bedroom apartment 354-6600.
1 mala subleaser needed for Spring 'g7. $205
a month included utaDss. Larry 352-2261.

Saturday,November 2
9:00 p.m. til 2:00 in da

Democratic
irtjr

UT"

DrdKalcd To
■hilrnrili. .Sir.in
und 11M- Public Truu"

K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\

New New New New New New
1 4 2 bedrooms available at
our Hillsdale Apis, very spacious,
a/c, w/d hookups In the 2
bedroom and carports, starts at

350/mo * mil
353-5800

MaUugement Inc.

Open Weekdays al 4 p.m.; Open at Lunch Fri.. Sat. & Sun.

203 N. Main, B.G.

Announces their

352-5166

1 ITEM PIZZA SALE
$
ISm.
4°° Lg.
_»678
EXTRA
PMed. _._«500

Krlsten Madlsen
Christy Umfleet
Laurl Haldy
Aprl Lucas

I
ENDS

K\ K\ K\ K\ K\

HELP WANTED

1990BerettaGTZ
5 spd , air, sunroof, power windows/locks.
E xcallont cond. $6.500 000. Cal 353-2292

«1 Aweeoma Trtoal Hundrede ol Student*
Are Earning Free Spring Break Tripe A
Money! Sell I Trip* 6 Oo Free! Bahama.
Crukw t27t. Cancun t Jamaica Ot», Pan■ m a
City, Daytona
1119!
WWW.aprln9braaktravel.c0m
1-aoO-67e-63»e

68 Subaru • 5 spd, 4 wheel drive, sw. sunroof.
power everything, great cond. $2500 - Call
352-9061.

tl000 POSSIBLE TYPING
Pen-time. At home. Toll Free (1) 600969-9778
em. T-2076 tor listings.

FOR SALE
Acoustic/electric guitar, 100 watt Marshall
head and other misc. gear. Cal lor prices
Greg: 352-2529

f 1000aPOSSIBLE READING BOOKS
Part Oma. At Home. Toll Frae (1) 60O896 9778
Eltt. R-2076 tor lining*.

Martha's Kitchen needs
students to help feed the
needy. Just call Natalie
at 352-7556. St Thomas
More. University Parish
'VOLUNTEER WORK NEEDED'
ASSEMBLERS: Excelent income to assemble
products at home. Into 1-504-646-1700 06PT
OH6256
372-0479 Or

Full Time/Part Tina flexible schedule. Easy
work, no experience. Earn 6300-1600 wkiy at
home guaranteed Call 7 days (407) 875-2022
Ext. 0561 H44.

NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
Poenona are now available at
National Parks. Forests A
Wildlife Preserves
Excellent benefits & bonuses!
Call: 1-206-971-3620 exl NS5447.
Sales consultant needed for plumbing ahowroom. Able D work nights and Sat. 15-20
hrs/week. Sales experience a plus DesipfVConstrucbon backround helpful. Send resume to tie Kohler Bath House. 125 E Indiana
Ava. Porryaburg. OH 43551.
SECURITY

tstopponTUNrriEstjt
Former unitary, and Student* Weleomel
We have aeveral quality good paying position* available, aoma with the opportunity
of supervising Theee poaHtona are available due to our rapid growth and acquisition* of new accounts. In the Bowling
Qrsen Toledo Area. Coma end work for the
tl company In the security business' Wa
offer the following:
Frt.lbl.ee hedmlng
Above Average wegea.
LfsaMttsW.
Medical Beneftte.
Dental. Vision, and Ufa Insurance
Stock Purchaaa
Medical, family, and maternity leave.
Referral bonue program
Paid training and educational programs.
You must heve: Clean Criminal Record,
peas drug screening, I otophone and v.lid
drivers license, reference*, good work habile. Ptoeee call 617-0360 or 1 -600-382-9132
or apply In person between Oam and 4pm
Uon-Frl.at
The Weolgete Building
3460 Waal Central Ava.
Suite a54
Toledo, OH 41806-1401
tax raaumea to 5374230

TOBYS PARTY
OASIS
(State Liquor Agency)

"Meeting all your
party needs"

12 Slizes ■ Your Best Value

LARGE

xxi at aM pan-opating kocations

-|-M

(1/30/96 L. _

COOL DEALS!! Slay warm
wool sweater* $40. hats 18. gloves $5
Only at Imagine 134 E. Court St.

For Sale: Power Book 165. 12/160/144 includes carrying case $710. Call Paul
3537265
FORD TEMP 90. EFI. power locks, cruise.
stereo radio case. 4 door, no mat. Auto. A/C

$2500 call 352 S59S
SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches. Cadillacs, Chevys. BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps.
4WD's Your area. Toll Free I-6O0-2169000
Em. A-2076 for cunent listings.
Smith Corona Word Processor extended monitor A Keyboard extra ink cartridges, print
wheel* A corr. ribbon $110 obo 354-3133.

FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE SPRING SEMESTER 1007 ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAMPUS GREAT CONDITION AND
OUIFT NEIGHBORS CALL 35? 5627
1 temale subleaser needed for Spnng 97. Call
Lisa al 3f 2-5759
1 or 2 feme** sublessors needed for Spring
1997. Own room, $193/mo. A util. Cal
352-5460. ask tor Amy or fAchelle
2 bdrm apt. tor rant - Spnng of g7. Close to
campus. Gas included call 354-1235.
FOR RENT
Subleaser needed immediately or for Spring
Semester. $160 par month • electric Greg
352-2529
One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt.
East Evora $375rmo. 419-669-3036
SUBLEASE - NOW to Augusl Current tenant
employed out of state. You pay $325 for beautiful, quiet upstairs apt. 1 or 2 bedrooms Perfect
for grad. student or couple. Great space Low
uDla. Quiet Street. Front porch. Off-street parking. Such a deal. 354-1633.
Two aublaasars needed ASAP until May 15..
$195/month par parson across street from
campu* Can or [save massage 353-1130
Wanked roommate* to Ml house* A apts.
Very Close To Campus
Call 353 0325

AUTO
INSURANCE
* Low Rates
* Low Down
Payment
* Low Monthly
Payments

ALL-RISK
INSURANCE AGENCY

Liquor
Beer
Fine Wine

Pop/Ice
Party Supplies
Instant & Super Lotto

Have a ssi IV

and
enjoyable
weekend!
l-'rom I In*

1070 N. Main, 353-1551
10 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon-Sat

(419) 353-5800
Stop by 1045 N. Main for a
complete listing for 1997-1998.
or
http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/

PISANELLO'S

32nd

aJo.vcr*ryj

Laurie Arsenault
Katy Creecy
Halle Gilbert
Jennifer Hamilton

FOR SALE

1-800-589-2641

Xnclhtr froduclion of tkt African Hmtncan
Cjraduau Silent Allocation.

Information on All the 1996 Democratic Candidates and Much More!

Now hiring waitresses 6 kitchen help. The
China Place in Perry»burg 419-8720020

Management Inc.

Prizes for the funkiest
attire..Its a 70s klnda thang

Paid lor by Wood County Darnocrallc Party, A.R BakhMn. Chair, 330 S. Mam St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402 Ph 352-5290 or 666-2252.

Needed Caricature arosl(s) Call Jason at
(419)536-9564 Christmas season employ
menlwnhin2malls and rhe/oo

347 N. Main St., Bowling (.run
Phone 352-2641 or

$2 or a canned good.

WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY
INTERNET HOME PAGE
http://www.wcnet.org/~wooddems

Call 352 5822

WANTED - Subleaser for Spnng 97
Own badroom in house. Close to campus,
ttfltvmo. » gas * alec., 353-3245 ask tor
Missy or Erin.

momin'
City park, Bowling Green

Visit Your New
Wood
County

Lawn Maintenance positions available
Part & FuR oma Flexible Scheduling

Prefer responsible female babysitter in my
home, 7 30am 4pm MR-F for 3 children ages
1.4 6 5. References required Can 353-6086
between 9~3pm.

Babysitter needed mornings
354-2954. ask tor Kathy.

Big Jason

Help wanted Exotic dancers 1 wait staff Great
pay 6 fun environment Call or apply m person
asap 5601 Telegraph Rd. (419) 476-6644
Flamingo Cabaret

Subleaser needed ASAP. Own room in ig
house, Lg. yd. Close to campus. 354-7204 ask
for Jetf or leave message.

'VOLUNTEER WORK NEEDED'
Lir JacquM),
Groups is the time, to show what a great Irrtie
you are of mine. So just know your stuff and I
promise itwont ba loo lough.
Good Luck. Your Big ■ Jill

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Warm up with our pa ate dinnere
■Spaghetti with meetbalk)'
•Spaghetti • Ravioli ■ Laeagne
and Sampler Platlera
FREE DELIVERY ■ 152-9638

•IA Spring Break Bahama* Party Cruise! 8
day* (2791 Include, al meal* Free pa-ties
Tuesl Great Beachoe A Nightlrlel Price* Increase soon - Save SS0I apringbreakvavel com 1 800-878-6388

Good luck at Group
Keep working hard
and you wK role
right through groups.

Need 2-4 persona to take over lease on 2 bed
room apt. Through May Cal Heather or Carrie

364-7234.

Little Jeff.
Plea** help our local achoola by laving your
General Mall BOX TOPS FOR EDUCATION
Local achoola will receive funding lor each
BOX TOP collecled Example*: Tni. Cheerio*.
Wnearies Plea** place the box tope in envelopaa bund acroaa and ofl-campua. Thank
youl From IPC 102.

Delta Zeta New Members
get excited tor initiation
tomorrow. We Love Yal
DZDZDZDZDZ

Call

Gal Framed at
Renaissance Art and Frame
student discount w ID
Great gifts, too

Female sublessor needed for Spnng 97. Own
room, shuttle to and from campus.
1230/mon*t plus alec. Call Tracy or Amanda
at 353-4032

DZD20ZDZDZ

Lir Carrie.
Gat eiated for this weekend I
Initiation ia almost herel
Love Your Big. Kelly
AOII • AOII- AOII • AOII

1 non-smoking female sublease needed tor
Spring "9/ 2 bedroom apt - own room.
t156rmlh . util Call Shannon & 354 3003
Female Subleaser • Spnng 199?
Fum. Apt J Own Bdrm. 6260 mo. Ga* provided. Walking distance to campus/ shuttle pro
vided. Quiet Area. Cast Amber at 353 138/

AOII'AOII-AOII'AOII

AOII • AOII • AOII • AOII
Aniioua about apaaklng In public or In the
claeeroom? Brief workshops offered free
through the Psych. Services Center. Can
372 2S40 C sign up

CALL MOW!!
Senior Pictures are Now Being Taken
Call 3 72-soae ID achadule
your eirong. Picture* are being taken
daily I Oam -1 pm and 2pm - 6pm. The *6
lee can be chargad through the bursar
Portram are taken at the yearbook
office. 2S Waal Halt.

GET THE SCOOP!
NOVEMBER »TH
"What stands out on a rssum*?'
Supen niendant of BG echooia
Buy your portfolio paoet
Interviewing, hiring, portfolio*
3rd fl Union. Town Room
Nov. ath, 1:00pm

Delia Sigma Pi' Delia Sigma Pi

SERVICES OFFERED

For alteration*,
3S4-100B.
•OB MAflLEY REGGAE TRIBUTE
*Ml
THE ARK BAND
Sal. Nov. IB II 930 PM Amani Room (Common*) A Caribbean Aaaoc. annual event Entrance tree, donations for BG food penny welcome.

AOirAOM-AOH-AOII
Get eiated br Initiation i
feeling Ughty Crazy n
Love. Your Big.
Stephanie
AOII"AOII-AOI|-AOII

Lit Pare.

BECOME A RESDENT ADVISORIII
Applcsiioris will be given out at the knowing
mfcymaoon session*
Wad . Nov. e MecDonald Countryside CaknerlaSSOpm
Thura, Nov. 7 Kreaecner OuadrDarrow Lobby
930 pm
Monday. Nov. 11 Founders Courtyard 030pm
Tue*..Nov 12 Rodger* Man Lounge 9 30pm

Friday, November 1, 1996

News

Jb's

FREE DEUVERY • 352-5166 |

Not Veto Wan Any Oviar Otf*r
Cr-cago Slyl* E«lra Coupon E>pv** 11/3096 |
ounty's I

Last Christmas The Salvation Army
Service Center in Bowling Green
assisted more than forty five hundred
people- with hot meals, clothing, utility
assistance, toys, and other practical
expressions of concern. With your help.
The Salvation Army will work miracles
again this Christmas- and every day of
the new year. Volunteer to ring a bell at I
a kettle site. Call 352-5918 or 354-0126.

IMP

A roadtrip to Graceland...

New Latin dance
not the Macarena
Eddie Domlnouez
The Associated Press

Graceland: Waa II the borne of one of the moat talented musicians
of all time, or the home of a momma's boy who got lucky? All we
Valerie Kopp
The Back Pages
When my friend, whom for
anonymity's sake I'll call "G,"
asked me If I wanted to take a
road trip to Tennessee, "Hell,
yes!"were the first words my lips
could form. Three weeks later
"G," two other mutual aqualntances, and myself all piled inside of a tightly packed Toyota
and began a multi-state roadtrip.
On a Thursday night we drove
eight hours to Murfreesboro and
met our two friends who recently
moved down there. Now having a
group of six people, we decided
the best thing to do would be to
rent a big car so we all could stay
together after our long joumey
there to see them.
The cheapest place we could
find was a mom-and-pop shop
called "Jerry Lewis Auto." Too
excited to know any better, we
did all the paper work before we
caught our first glimpse of the
Buick from Hell.
It was a 1986 Park Avenue
piece of junk that was as ugly as
a Jack-O Lantern in January. The
paint was peeling off over 80
percent of the car's body, and the
"Service Engine Soon" light kept
flickering for the better part of
an hour before it finally decided
to stay on all together. After getting used to the non-stop backfiring, and disposing of a few dead
pedestrians, we were on our way.
The trip down to Memphis was

utterly breath-taking. The gently
rolling hills covered with fall
colors just reaching their peak
couldn't escape my lightning-fast
trigger finger on the camera button. "It's starting to smell like
film in here" commented our
ever-witty chauffer, George,
after hearing me snap and wind
about four pictures in a row.
We rolled into a rest stop in a
town called Sugar Tree about
halfway through our journey.
After using the facilities, I found
myself walking about twenty
paces behind my friend and cotraveller, Steve, who was on his
way out of the building.
As I proceeded to exit after
him I nearly tripped over an anguish-wrought mass I quickly
identified as Steve.
"What the hell did you do?" I
politely inquired of the heap on
the sidewalk as It pulled itself up
and a small crowd began to
gather around.
"I twisted my ankle jumping
off the park bench. Gotta walk it
off!" He started limping around
the parking lot in a dramatic way,
flailing about like some zombie
from the "Night of the Living
Dead" movies. Using the lifesaving skills he learned in the
National Guard, George fashioned an ice pack from some of
the objects floating around in the
cooler. After we all finished
gawking at Steve's softball-slzed
ankle, were on the road again.
Eight Waffle Houses and 90

know is that he died on the toilet.
minutes later, we arrived in
Memphis. In an attempt to save
money, all six of us stayed in one
hotel room that only had two fullsized beds. We dumped our stuff
off at the Comfort Inn and left
again to find a non-threatening
place to eat.
"You know you're in a rough
neighborhood when the cops
aren't just checking things out,
they're actually eating dinner inside the hotel lobbies and gas
stations ... ," I thought to myself
as we drove down the street.
We found a liquor store across
the street and three strip clubs
almost In a row next to our hotel:
Two signs that we were pretty
close to the airport.
On our way into the liquor
store we gave a begging bum a
dollar just for detaching himself
from its outside wall. He kindly
offered to watch our car for us,
but upon leaving, we caught a
glimpse of him slipping into one
of the strip Joints across the way.
Sneaky bum!
If we saw him again, we were
going to ask him if he'd like to
accompany us to Graceland, but
the car was packed airtight
already, so he'd have to ride in
the trunk. Believe me, it's much
more difficult than it seems to
persuade a bum to get Into the
trunk of your car.
Saturday morning appeared
and once again we all piled into
the Park Avenue for our 1.7 mile
trek down Elvis Presley Boule-

TW AmdaM Pnu

vard. We made it into the parking
lot about 11:30 a.m. and it was
already about half full of cars
from almost every state in the
country, including California and
Alaska.
At the ticket window we had
our choice of tours that all had to
be paid for separatly. We bypassed the auto museum and plane
tours and shelled out $9 to see the
mansion and another $3.50 for
the museum of Elvis' personal
affects. Because we were across
the street from the mansion, we
had to wait in line for about 20
minutes for our turn on the shuttle bus to take us there.
They handed out a self-guiding
tour tape recording and head set
so we could peruse the mansion
at our leisure. Steve, being the
dorkasaurus that he is, decided
he couldn't wait and started the
tape early. "Wow, did you guys
know that Elvis's bedroom was
right next to his mom's so he
could crawl into bed with her
when he got scared?"
"Shut up, Steve," I snarled
through clenched teeth.
"Or that he had a television in
every room of his house so he
could become super smart on
world issues?"
"SHUT UP, STEVE!." we all
said In unison and pulled the plug
on him before he could tell us
about the man's bathroom habits.
The mansion itself was suprisSee ELVIS,

MIAMI BEACH.FLA - A
sexy sway of the hips. A few
pelvic thrusts. Some simple
arm movements. A catchy Latin rhythm. Put it all together
and it's likely the next step in
the Latin line dance craze.
First came the Macarena,
which shook baseball stadiums and political arenas
alike and sits atop the Top 40
charts.
But move over Macarena,
here comes the tongoneo.
Exposed navels, tightfitting
halter tops and skimpy miniskirts dominated the dress as
contestants at a recent tongoneo contest on Miami Beach
strutted for television
cameras.
In Spanish, a tongoneo is a
seductive hip movement. As a
new song and dance, will it follow the Macarena to the top of
the charts?
"It's way better than the
Macarena and you can Incorporate what you want to Incorporate," says Catalina
Montes, a finalist in the nationwide tongoneo contest that
concluded in September on
Miami Beach. "And it keeps
you in shape."
She learned the dance a few
months ago, just after the song
was released. She heard it on a
college radio station and loved
It.
"Everybody is really getting
Into It now," she says. "The
beat is enough. You hear it and
you have to move."
The Macarena took years to
catch on. It's a collection of
simple arm movements followed by a jump and half-turn.
The tongoneo Is less robotic
and slightly more complicated. It combines a series of
turns, quick steps, hip swaying and pelvic thrusts that
make Elvis look stiff.
"Everything has its time,"
says Raul, a member of the
group Mestizzo that sings the
song and came up with the
provocative dance. "This
might not be the next Macarena, but it's the next step."
From Montgomery, Ala. to
Chicago to New York, the Latin line dance craze has exploded.
Yankee Stadium currently
claims the record for the most
people doing the Macarena at
a sports event More than
50,000 did it in New York to

break the record of more than
37.000 held by the Seattle Mariners.
In Chicago, the Democrats
did the Macarena every night
at their convention. But the
tongoneo was there too. Hispanic delegates did it at one
reception.
The tongoneo has already
hit gold in Mexico and the
United States, according to the
group's manager. But the bigger hopes are for a successful
crossover into the Englishlanguage market.
It's getting a big-bucks
marketing boost from record
label Polygram Latino and
Miller Brewing Co., which
sponsored the dance competition and tour.
"I see it getting quite a bit of
play," says Miami radio personality Lazaro "DJ Laz"
Mendez. "It's definitely a
crossover record, once they
get a feel for It"
The programming director
at Denver's KBNO was less
complimentary, but still predicted the song will be a hit
"It has a better chance with
the American market," says
Eugenlo Sepulveda, who
criticized the song as a Macarena takeoff.
"In the nightclubs here in
Denver they dance salsa like
country. They line up and do
it. Americans like line dancing
to salsa, but the Hispanics
don't"
Bob Behar, president of
Hero Productions, which
operates Latin music video
cable channel H-TV, says the
song has "been getting good
response and a lot of
requests."
"It hasn't reached the level
of Macarena," Behar says.
"But we've been playing Macarena for seven months. It is
beginning to build the same
way Macarena did."
Mendez, who' remixed the
song in English for radio
stations and nightclubs, sees it
as the successor to the Macarena, which reached the top of
Billboard's Top 40.
"It's taking over," he says.
"Macarena opened the door."
The phones at Miami radio
station Power 96 have been
busy since the station played
the remix, Mendez says. A
competing station requested
the remix the next day from
the record company.
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Bean spreads cheer in lima
Mitch Wain
The Associated Press
LIMA, Ohio - Sure, this bluecollar city has weathered some
tough times. Sure, hundreds of
Lima workers hove been Idled by
factory closings - one plant's
workforce dropped from nearly
4,000 to 750.
But Lima has something special going for it.
Lima has Beanie.
Beanie Is a 7-foot tall Lima
bean who wears a goofy smile
and a red baseball cap. He attends public events and visits
schools; his mission is to make
the folks in Lima feel good about
this city of 45,000.
Amazingly, it seems to work. It
is no exaggeration to say that
Beanie is the most popular legume around.
Beanie, says Bill Anderson, 56,
is "a real bright spot for the
community. Especially after
everything we've been through.
We need Beanie."
Christine Rodabaugh, head of
Lima's Neighborhood Support
Program, created Beanie two
years ago to draw attention to the
agency's work.
She presented city leaders with
her Idea last year. They were Impressed - so much so, that local
businesses chipped in. A restaurant paid $2,500 for Beanie's costume, designed by the same
company that created characters
for McDonald's.
Beanie's first appearance was
July 4,1995 at a city parade.

"Everybody Just loved Beanie.
Kids. Adults," Rodabaugh said
Why a Lima bean?
"When you look at it, the first
thing you think of is Lima," she
said.

dren, showing them positive, dren, mugging for cameras and
happy things, you can be a waving to friends.
"I love Beanie,'' said a grinning
Beanie," she said.
It Is easy to poke fun at Beanie 7-year-old Damien Burge.
"He's a cool bean," opined
and similar mascots, said Michael Marsden, a popular culture Aaron Gay, 8.
Beanie's popularity has spawned a line of "Beanie-wear" to
benefit Lima-Allen County
Neighborhoods In Partnerships,
a nonprofit network of 26 neigh
borhood group associations.

" J guess if a purple dinosaur can talk to
children, why not a green bean?"

Beanie T-shirts - adorned with
Christine Rodabaugh
Lima's Neighborhood Support Program a picture of the mascot and the
Beanie is ageless, genderless
and speechless. It communicates
through a Beanie buddy, who
stands by Beanie, leading it
through crowds and answering
questions on its behalf.
Twenty-four people have been
trained to be Beanie and Beanie
buddies, who wear "Love Thy
Neighbor" shirts and red baseball caps.
The costume is huge - 7 feet
tall, 4 feet wide and, of course,
shaped like a lima bean. It weighs
9 pounds, 7 ounces and rests on a
padded harness.
What does It take to be a
Beanie?
"You have to like people and
you have to keep your mouth
shut. The hardest part is not talking," Rodabaugh said.
Penny Daniel, a trained Beanie,
said it's a lot of fun. Any ribbing
- jokes about bean soup, for example - are laughed off, she said.
"If you like working with chil-

slogan "I've Bean to Lima" - sell
for $10. For another $10, a Beanie
professor at Northern Michigan baseball cap can be had and a
gold-plated pin with Beanie's
University.
"But on the other side of the image that says "I'm a Lima
coin, you also open yourself up to Bean," sells for $5.
And then there's the Beanie
an affectionate identification. It
may be ridiculous at first, but it theme song, to the tune of
"Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star":
sort of grows on you," he said.
"Beanie, Beanie, we love you,
"A community that has a cerAnd we love each other, too;
tain sense of humor about itself
Love thy neighbor.
is going to be well-received. Lima
has had a hard edge to it. It has
Love thy town,
Lima is the best around;
been an economically depressed
Lima, Lima, I love you,
area. And here Is something that
And I love my neighbor, tool"
is lighthearted and I think it
probably will work for them. You
Bring to mind a certain lovable
wait to create the Image that
Lima is a good place to visit and tyrannasaurus whose name also
Beanie's doing that."
begins with a B?
"We would love to do some
Beanie has become a hit at
local schools, teaching little ones large-scale marketing," Rodahow to be a good neighbor and baugh said. "We just got a marketing committee together.
respect other people's property.
On a recent visit to Faurot El- Beanie's message of 'love thy
ementary School, Beanie was neighbor' really pertains to No, you're not seeing things. That IS a seven-foot tall Lima bean talkmobbed by throngs of adoring everybody. I guess if a purple ing to a small (and probably terrified) child. Contrary to the rumors,
prepubescent fans. Beanie dinosaur can talk to children, however, Beanie is relatively harmless and a friend to all living
worked the crowd, hugging chll- why not a green bean?" she said.
things.

ELVIS
Continued from page eight.
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ingly small. Every room had tons
of mirrors and shiny furry things
in really bad oranges, greens,
yellows, and browns. The jungle
room was definately the coolest,
with a waterfall rolling down one
of the walls and carpet on the
ceiling. I took pictures of every
room In the house. Outside at his
resting place, we had to sit
around gawking at El vis's burial
site while Steve finished going
through the tour a second time.
He had to make the most of his
nine bucks.
Next we saw the "Sincerely
Elvis" museum. Three dollars
and fifty cents worth of all the
useless junk your eyes could
handle. Photographs, fan mall,
his army uniform, wedding
clothes, Lisa Marie's riding
saddle, a television he shot with a
pistol, books, home videos, muddy boots, credit cards, receipts,
cigarette butts, half eaten pork
rinds, underwear, a gold inlaid
toothbrush, used kleenex, and
hairbrush lint Not a whole lot
was left to the imagination.
Well, at least most of that stuff
was In the museum, anyway.
After choking down some disgusting tourist feed at the
"Heartbreak Hotel Cafe," we
cruised the gift shops where I

Next we saw the
"Sincerely Elvis"
museum. Three
dollars and fifty cents
worth of all the
useless junk your
eyes could handle.

spent at least $70 on anything my
grubby little hands could carry. I
bought post cards, magnets,
matchboxes, playing cards, a
T-shirt, earrings, a necklace,
three mugs, guitar strings, and a
pen all emblazened with the
image of Elvis, the name "Graceland," or his goofy little 'Taking
Care of Business in a Flash"
symbol they branded on his
tombstone.
My pilgrimage to Graceland

provided me with more information that I ever cared to know
about one person. Everything between the time before he was
born in Tupelo, Mississippi, until
after he died on the toilet (they
found his colon to be blocked
with a grey claylike matter and
he had a heart attack trying desperately to pass it). The man behind the legend was reduced
from an untouchable icon to
merely a dumbass momma's boy
who just got lucky.
But nonetheless, I still came
out a bigger fan than I ever
thought I could be before I went.
I guess it's easy to get caught up
in the enigma of Graceland when
you're surrounded with hundreds
of tourists from around the country who crowd there, elbow to elbow, even In the off-season. You
can't really blame them, though,
with all those shiny objects.
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'Sleepers' chilling
but still delightful
Scott Shrlner
The Back Pages

The new movie Sleepers is
supposedly based on the actual
experiences of Lorenzo Carcalerra, the author of the book
it's based upon. That this movie
might be a true story is a frightening thought. It's a very captivating and Interesting film, but
it's also very disturbing at some
points.
Set In late 1960's, the first half
of the film takes place in New
York City, where four boys in
their early teens named John,
Tommy, Michael, and 'Shakes'
(the character ' Lorenzo based
upon himself) are sent to the
Wilkinson Home For Boys because they accidentally killed a
man. Once they arrive at the
school, they are subject to the
physical and sexual abuse by
several of the guards, most notably one named Sean Nokes. They
are released a year later and the
film flashes forward to 1981.
John and Tommy, now in their
late 20's, encounter Nokes in a
bar and murder him on the spot.
Michael, now a lawyer, works
with Shakes, now a journalist, to
use this incident to expose the
savage abuse and mistreatments
taking place at Wilkinson, which
they have mostly kept silent
about during the in-between
years.
The depiction of the boys' year
at Wilkinson is often horrifying,
and several of the scenes at the
school are brutal and difficult to
watch. Nokes is played by an uncharacteristically menacing Kevin Bacon who treats the boys
under his care as playthings for
his perverse pleasure. He is a
contemptible representation of
the evil at the school, and his admittedly cold-blooded murder is
greeted with absolutely no sym-

pathy from the audience.
Brad Pitt plays Michael as an
adult in a remarkably restrained
performance of controlled but intense anger forward his childhood abusers, and proves to me
once again, as he did In last
year's Twelve Monkeys, that he is
a much better actor than I originally had him pegged for. Lorenzo (Shakes) is played by Jason
Patric (you might remember him
from The Lost Boys, he's also the
guy who's taking over the Keanu
Reeves role for Speed 2 next
summer) as a man who wants
desperately to forget what happened to him as a boy but continues to be haunted by his experiences. The young actors who play
Michael, Shakes, John and Tommy in the film's early segments
(one of whom is Brad Renfro,
best known from The Client) do a
good Job of showing the boys'
changing from innocence to bitterness and fear after their experiences at Wilkinson.
Perhaps the most interesting
performance in Sleepers is
Robert DeNlro's rendition of
Father Bobby, a childhood friend
of the four boys who later must
decide whether to help them and
in doing so, condone the murder
of the guard. Dustin Hoffman,
Bruno Kirby (.Good Morning,
Vietnam) and Minnie Driver
(Circle of Friends) also provide
some interesting supporting
characters.
The term "Sleepers," in case
you were wondering, refers to
anyone who spent time in the
Wilkinson school. This is a very
good movie. On the offset it may
look like a story of vengeance,
and Indeed that aspect of the film
is very prevalent, but at Its core.
Sleepers Is the story of the
friendship between four boys,
and the bond they share through
what they endured together.
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Reviews
Rusted Root

Countinq Crows

Nicola Stoner
The Back Pages

Carolyn Ma|esky
The Back Pages

Although Rusted Root began in
the late Mrs and released their
first album, "Cruel Sun," which
contains the hit "Send Me On My
Way," in 1993, they did not become well known until a year
later.
It was then that they signed
with Mercury records and began
touring with mainstream popular
artists such as The Grateful
Dead, The Dave Matthews Band,
and the Allman Brothers. Their
major label debut, "When I
Woke," has earned the band a
somewhat large following, selling over a million copies since its
1994 release.
Fans of Rusted root will be
happy to know that "Remember,"
the follow-up to "When I Woke"
is worth the two-year wait. Produced by ex-Talking Head, Jerry
Harrison, who has worked with
bands such as Live and Crash
Test Dummies, the CD is filled
with a variety of musical styles.
From the Eastern-tinged sound
of "Faith I Do Believe" to the
slow and mellow, "Circle of Remembrance," to the more upbeat,
"Virtual Reality," a song that is
impossible to sit still to, the
album has something for
whatever mood you may be in.
Even though "Remember" contains a wide range of styles, each
song still has that familiar
Rusted Root sound that Is heard
on their previous albums.
Rusted Root fans will definately want to buy this CD, and
those who are not as familiar
with their music may also want to
give "Remember" a try. It's a
truly great album!

I Just walked In a couple
minutes ago and realized I had
this CD to review for you, the record buying public The CD in
question is "Recovering the
Satellites," the new release from
Counting Crows. This album
comes out on the heels of the
Crow's six-time platinum album
"August and Everything After"
which produced the hit "Mr.
Jones."
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The songs on "Recovering the
Satellites" vary from soothing
and melancholy to fast and hardhitting to soft and romantic. Each
song on this album has something
for everyone. Whether you're in
a great mood or a terrible mood,
there's a song which makes you
feel that much better.
With each track, lead singer
Adam Duritz puts a certain feeling into the songs, adding the
emotion which the tracks and lyrics call for. Whether singing the
melancholy ballad "Catapult" or
the soft and romantic "Goodnight
Elizabeth," Duritz uses his voice
to express the feelings of the
song.
I should mention that "Recovering the Satellites" debuts at
number one on the Billboard
charts this week. So, could "Recovering the Satellites" repeat
the success of "August and Everything After?"
Absolutely. This album is truly
fit to follow its predecessor, and
is another of those rare must
haves - especially If you're a diehard Counting Crows fan. From
listening to "Recovering the
Satellites," I think this album
could definately recover more
than just satellites for the Crows.
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NEWS
Urges you to
KEEP YOUR
PETS
WARM!

Yes, after a multi-week hiatus
that has yet to be explained by
BG's slimy omniscient protector,
Swami Swampy has returned!
What matters is not where he
was, however, what matters is
that he is back)

Taurus(April 20 - May 20):
Make sure to check your underwear drawer for spiders this
week.

Scorplo(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): An
arranged meeting with a person
whom you look up to will result in
him/her looking down upon you.
Sagittarius Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Circumcisions are rapant among
this sign this week. Sorry.

Gemlnl(May 21 - June 21): If
you continue to scratch that rash,
it's going to keep spreading!
CancerfJune 22 - July 22>: Plan
on waking up bald sometime next
week. Yes, completely bald. We're talking cue-ball bald. Shiny.
Hairless. Smooth as a baby's
butt.

Leo(July 23 - Aug. 22): The
CapriconKDec. 22 - Jan. 19): ringing in your ears isn't because
You know that Halloween candy someone's talking about you, it's
you ate... uh... well... it's drugs.
because you're going deaf!
Aquarius<Jan. - Feb. 18): See
VlrgoCAug. 23 - Sept 22): Plan
Capricorn.
on taking a trip to somewhere far
away from here as soon as physiPUcestfeb. 19 - March 20): See cally possible.
Capricorn.
Libra(Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): She
Arles(March 21 - April 19): was lying.

OKTWotildLike

In the tradition of those great
movie critics, Siskel and Ebert, I
give this album two "claws" up.

Come and See Seniors
Shayne Crumley and Lori Hilton
play their final matches
in Anderson Arena.

x<x»«ccoo
The Bowl-N-Greenery
SEAFOOD SPLASH

*7.a5

Luckily for you, the Halloween
candy you ate wasn't poisoned.

Fri. Nov. 1 vs. Central Michigan, 7:00
Sat. Nov. 2 vs. €astern Michigan,4:00

TONIGHT AT THE

Sunday Brunch

Swami Swampy
The Back Pages

HOM€ FALCON
VOLLCVBAIL THIS
W€€K€ND!
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For
Only

Swami Swampy's Horoscope

FREE SHUTTIE SERVICE AVAILABLE
Hours of Operation: Mon - Fri 7:00 am to 6:30 pm,
Sat 8:00 am to 2:00 pm

;»

275 S. Main St Bowling Green
419*353*3060
Most Major Credit Cards Accepted
WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE I

21/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRANTY
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130) Movie: 'Flesri ana me Spur" (1956)

NighllineX|Hollywood
M'A'S'H li Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Homicide: Lite

Indecision 96-Agenda

| Hockey

jute wow i in b:ereo) «

Dateline. (In Stereo) X

USA Live

NBC News Nighfsioe Used Cars

CAE LE

10:30

1

SFVortei

BJgEMyltotifiorx

11AM

1

11:30

Zoo Today

Kippar'a P.O.V.

SecrelsofCrypI

Ninja Turtles

Haw Doug

Mighty Ducks X

Bugs A Tweety

Bugs I Tweety

Bone Chillers X

Gargoyles-Goliath

Science Guy

Sing Me a Story I

Saved by Bell

Hang Time (In Stereo) Saved by Bell
Pepin's Kitchen

California Dreams X

Baking With Julia

Marcia Adams

Race lo Save the Planet "Now or Never X

Trsilside: Adventure

Wild Ohio

Spider-Man!

Goosebumps X

Lile With Louie X

X-Men (In Slereo) I

Tick (In Stem) X

Animal Advanturee

Midwest Outdoors

Amencan Adventurer Sports Eipress (R|

Internal! (In Stereo)

Computer Chronicles John Stobart

Joy erf Painting

Puzzle Place (R) X

Lamb Chop

Parenting Works! I

Big Bad Beetleborgs

Casper (In Stereo) I

Sky Dancers

Dragon Flyz

Auto Show

Richie Rich

STATION
r»*j rrogram

L.UM
ESPN Jim Houston
HBO

Gofl: Gene Sarmen Wond Open Champ.

IntwsA
News X

Coach X

Home Imp

CABLE STATIONS
COM Kids In Hall [UHman

Iniasri Bridges lodac

|Clu*.t*» JX 20/20.?
Pennsylvania Diners

NewvUnrac
Rolling

Mr. l Mrs. Smith B.

[Moniy ryuion

nnoseuner

Sportscenter (R)

USBSMM

Fly Fishing Magasne Under WHd Skies

Outdoors

American Shooter

Movie: •» -D Afi VI" (1965. Science Feton) Mary Bern Hun PG' X Neverending Story X Wizard otOiI

(155) Movie: •'! f«sfMiove-(199S) Lsa Dean Ryan. fT

CoHege Hockey: Men jan al Notre Dame. (R) Prime Cuts (R)
SC
Men Into Space
Paid Program
SCIFI SdFI Theater
Bloomberg TV
Bloomberg TV
USA Facts ol Lrle I

| Outdoor Store

Photo Safari

Greal Ouldoors

{Walker's Cay

jColiege Gameday

Movie: f'fi "Tremas ti A/lershoc«s"(i996, Science Fiction) Fred Ward -PG-I3' X

Inside the NFL (R i (ir Slereo) X
Coll. Foolball

| Football Forecast

|Pro Football Insider

SporlsFair America

Against the Spread

Powerrider

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Movie: •*•'! "A»'ra"(i989. Science Feioi) Voices ol Mlsuo hvara. Anmaied A teen-age te*pa'h roams luiure Tokyo (In Stereo)!

Bloomberg TV

(Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

| Paid Program

|Pro Football Weekly

|NBA Action

Football Weekly
Paid Program

[World Wrestling Federation Live Wire

|Sireei Fighter!

|WingCommand

SATURDAY
■ [IftlllH ■ J»Ti !■ 1 Rllll f-KVi 1

'1? I^IL'BM 1 ii ^Mtjutj}^tjU2^^|^tjU|E^ifi^t^a^-fjotJ1ja^^
0>
0>
©
©

College FoMbal Shamrock Classic - Navy vs. Noire Dame From Dub n. i-eand (Live! X

College Football Georgia a! Florida. (Live) X

News!

College Football: Regional Coverage - Mich Si al Mich. Nebraska al Okla or Game TBA

Coleoe Football: Regional Coverage - Washnolon at USC or Game TBA

Entertainment Tonight

Figure Skating: US Professional Championshvjs

Reiativity (In Stereo) X

News IT.

Inside Stuff TBA

Food s-Psy USGA Year in Review

M'A'S'H X |Pak) Prog,

Dark Skies Dreamland-

Profiler [In Slereo) I

Blossom ^ Saturday Night Live X

Kiri! Hits Live

Austin City Limits (R)

Pee Wee s Playhouse Video Offer

Eating Well Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Wood shop Hometime

HO

Michigan

|0W House

Hometime

Workshop

©

Movie: ***> "Supermanm-(i9B3. Fantasy)

t»
35

Wdwright

Grilling

|NBC News

Medicine Woman

|Eerly Edition' Hoocs" S Walker. Teas Ranger X
Pretender (In Slereo) X

Router

Wdwright

Chefs

Naturesc'n Prime

Wild Am.

Austin City limits (R)

Lawrence Weik Show

Great Railway Journeys Pavarotfi-Heart

Gourmet

Cudna

Pslnling

Painting

Garden

Travels

Lawrence Welk Show

Al Creatures

Movie: "SupermanIV TheOues((orP»ace-(l967)

Collage Football Iowa at UNnos (live)

Cape Buried nPeace

(Paid Prog.

Movie: «» "SuperMereBros."(i993) BobHoskre |Movie:»'> "Ba» lo Scnoof (1966. Comady)

CABLE

NBA: The Greatest Ever TBA

|Fortune

Garden

Xena: Warrior Pnncess

(Travels

Hercuies-Jmys.

Movie

To Be Announced

Movie: "Mad Mai Beyo«7hurx)er*rne"( 1985)

Simpsons |Step-Slep

Seinleld X Home Imp. CopaX

Movie: «e« The 39 Steps' (1935)

|Copa(R)I CopaX

|Talea From Ohio

[CopsiHix F/XiTheSerlee

NHL Hockey: Delros Red Wings al Toronto Maple Leals (Live)

News

Movie: The Frisco fuo"
Natural

|Austin City Limlta (R|

Mad TV (In Stereo) X

NBA Basketball Cleveland Cavaliers al Washngton Bullets (Lrve) Unvailed
|MartinI

Outer limits (In Stereo)

Lazarus

Tales-Crypl|Tales-Crypt Total
(Roseanne

Kung Fu: Legend Cont.

"Race Ag'

STATIONS

|Tompions |A-Lis1 X
jotfsides
|Tick X
(Absolutely Ullman
Movie: •e'.i "Amore'"(l993) Jack Scald
Daily Show Daily Show Politically |Politically |Offsides
|Kaufman:Hollywood
|LoungeLn Dream On [Dream On |Tompkins |T1ckX
|"Amo/»r
COM Kaufman: Hollywood
Scoreboard Day Shift
Tennis: ATP Pans Open Inocor Semrfinai
Sporlsctr. College Football Florida Stale al Georgia Tech (Live) X
College Footbee Colorado Slate al Air Force, (live) X
ESPN Gameday |College Foolball Purdue al Wisconsin (Live)
,
,,
Movie: Usttar (1996) Bie Pullman. X |Mr. Show
Movie:..', "PerfeclAi'ftligS^I'NR'lMovie:..'! Tremors//. Amjrsnoc*s"(l996)I
Movi«:"Pj«r'e/lecr(1!»J6)'R'I
|««» TlurderiilfieFirsr
HBO Mrnto:*^1)Ma*aMr(!9M)1>G' |Vlolence: An American |Movie: «t« • AWh«g«iCcmrrion (i9rl6)'PG
|Scoreboard [Colege Football: Bali State al Easlem Mchgan (Live)
SC College Foolball Iowa al llanors (L^e)
| Trailer Park atovia: •• TVam»v;Sion"(l9e5l Sam Waterslon
Odyssey! Swamp
Movie: ■•'■ "P<i "(1988. Suspense)DavidHev/teti
SCIFI Gravity
Dragon
Renegade (In Stereo) I Movie: •• "TheHaunlaigof Seaa»Y/nn"(l994) I Movie: ••* "Blaze'lises, Drama) Paul Newman. (In Slereo)
USA MortalK

SUNDAY
1 5 AM
BROADCAST

«n

«P

©
©

1

5:30

1

SC

7 AM

1

7:30

1

8 AM

Movie: »«'1 "Suspecr (I987. Drama) Cher. (In Stereo)

1

8:30

1

9 AM

1

College Football The Citadel al Marshal.

|TribeTV

9:30

Sightings I

|Pacific Blue (In Slereo)

1

10 AM

1

Weird Sci.

Tekwar (P! (In Stereo) X | "Alien rVa:"
jDuckman

10:30

1

Movie: • "S* 'n'Sal»laoe"(!994)

11AM

1

11:30

(3 001 Home Shopping Spree

Shop Spree

Maes lor Shut-ins

Power for Living

Kenneth Copeland Iln Slereo)

(403) Movie: Mr* "Parenfs"(l989. Horror)

Paid Program

PaidProgram

Morning Prayer

Paid Program

Good Morning America/Sunday 8

Manna Stewart

This Old House (R) X Toledo Up Front

NBC News Nightside |Used Cars

To Be Announced

Community Close-Up Quick end Bright

To Be Announced

Hour of Power (In Slereo) X

Feed the Children

Jack Van Imps

Today The presidential electron (In Slereo) X

Great Performances: The Wrecker's Ban

Greal Railway Journeys (In Slereo) X

Tola TV I

Barney t Friends X

Sesame Street X

Magic School Bus!

European Journal

Outoflrelard

Editors

Kidsongs iln Stereo}

Theodore Tugboat I Barney & friends 3.

Puzzle Place (R) X

Lamb Chop

Arthur (In Stereo) X

Magic School Sue X

Magic School Bus X Newton's Apple K

Computer Chronicles

James Kennedy

Foi News Sunday

Dan Berry Home

Psid Program

NFL Films Presents

Lions Report

Space Monkeys

Street Sharks

Juman;i ■

Mouse A the Monster Incredible Hulk «

B AD 1

Church Services

Princess Gwenevere

Strike Force

JumanjiX

Mouse A the Monster Incredible Hulk :

BAD. X

SiegtritCrRoy

Politically Incorrect

Politically Incorrect

Potrucally incorrect

Movie:*** uvfyhotltnaooWttiS (1*6)

Inside Sr. PGA

Inside the PGA Tour

NFL Malch-Up (R)

Sponsweekly

Sports Reporter*

Sportscenter

(OH Air)
Oscar's Orchestra

Dino Babies X

Paid Program

Jimmy Swaggert

Main

Princess Gwenevere

Strike Force

: ... Movie

Golden TV Greats

Pre. Bodysense

Paid Progrsm

It's Your Business

Hour ol Power (In Slereo) X

ROOT

Church of Today

|RoundTaMa

| Reel Estate Digest

|Face the Nation I

iThis Week With David Brlnkley I

[John Cooper

Meet the PressI
Tony Brown

Think Tank

|Sps«#lsonfctys

STATIONS

paia rrogrem

ireio frogram

Paid Program

raw program

Scholastic Spt

Sportscenter |R)

'< 55) Movie: TUsMar (1996, Suspense) Bil Puknan. (h Stereo) X

Facts of Life!

imysiefy science inesierjuuu 1*1
| Best of PGA Golf

Movie: .'1 The Danger or love"(i992. Drama) Joe Penny. X

Neverending Story X Wizard of OJI

fPoNwcaary Incorrect

[NFl Countdown

Movie: a* "Congo" (1995) Dylan Walsh. A communicative ape figures rt a search lor a lost cry Movie: »» "Dartf)orse"(1992)EdBegley Jr.

1 Prime Cuts |R|

Futbol Mundial (R)

SporlsFair America

Killer Bee

Powerrider

Board Wild

Foolball Forecast

Hockey Week

Pro Football Insider

Pro Football Weekly | Coach Bill Cowher

.PaidProgram

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

PaidProgram

Sci-Fi Buzz (R)

Inside Space (R) X

SFVortei! (R)X

Sci-Ft Trader

Alien Nation "Peol" (Pan 2d 2) I

|c-Net Central

Superman Batman

Mighty Ma.

Double Dragon

Action Man

Ullraforca (In Slereo)

Street Fighter X

Mortal Kombet

Savage Dragon X

WingCommarKl

World Wrestling Federation Superstars

(400) PBT Billiards: Florida Flare Up III (R)

SCIFI (400|Movie: "BJocvJofmeVampre-ilSSB)
USA

1

Movie: •«% _AWnNaion"li988) JamesCaan

Sunday Morning what makes r»Mical cancMMes sltrectrve I

ESPN College Foolball: Fla Si. at Ga Tech
HBO

6:30

N8A Preview

TekwarllnSlereolI

Day of Discovery X

CABLE
CUM

1

Thor'bred jFoolball

DS9

STATIONS

(Oil Air)

CP
SD

6 AM

Buckeye

|Paid Program

SUNDAY

tMJkTiii»ftrnsia^i
■Jamil iffllafttra w«F...*tt inn M ■►MJEI M IIMIH -M ismin a *- isaiH nzwwtKmn axtwmmKii M amiTKmwt M urimnirra aa imwmiiEim

BROADCAST

SSL
©
Si

a)

STATIONS

Auto Racinfl. NASCW Gnno Naftonal - J«y Lube Mami 300 From Homestead. Fla (Lrve) jAuto Racing NASCAR SuperTruck Series. (Lrve) I

to Minutee (In Slereo) X |Touched by an Angel X Movie: Uaryt Trn-|l996)Caridk!eBergin.X

Gary Pinhel Biechney

To Be Announced
NFL Foolball: Cmcnnati I

Firing Line Contrary

Genesis-living

PGAGdfUernl lynch Shootom. X
Nnaj |
ABC News
ais a! Baltimore Ravens From Memorial Stadium. NFL Foolball MJI-I Dokyins al New England Patriots. From Foiboro Stadium
Wisdom ol Faith
Market
Adam Sm
McLaughlin |McLaughlin Nova Lqfwigl (R) i Lawrence Welk Show

Movie: e»«"i 'TheijcnKrig"(l99l. AdveWurei I Movie: To8ia.e/luiu"(l996)AVssaMaano.I

NFL en NBC B
Hometime

Oid House |Baking

Desserts

Workshop

Sewing

Lawrence Welk Show

Umtm

iJournai

Genesis-Living

NFL Foolball Detroit Lens al Green Bay Packers FmlambaM FHU I

NFL

Entertainment Theatre

American Gladtalors X [Eitremists |Emergency Star Trek: Voyager 5

Movie: »tt ,'Y>y^dsto'0undee"(19e6.Comedy)

Wall Streel

Court TV

Coast Gu.

Movie: ••• "Romance;me SlOne"ll9B4]

|Movie: «'i "King ScWiori's Mrm*(1985)

Movie: ..«') -Wi(ness"(l965) Harrison Ford

Mad-Vou

News!

Medicine Woman

Movie: »• "Ace Venture' Pel Oerecfive"(i994) I

Used Cars

Editors

Greal Railway Journeys Nalure (R) (In Slereo) X

Masterpiece Theatre

Huchoosedah

Mystery! -Porot" X

Birth of Europe

Nature (R) (In Slereo) X

Masterpiece Thealre

MysleryPPovorl

Huchoosedah

When Animals Attack II

Simpsons

X-Files II-. Stereo] X

Sur Trek Deep Space 9 Movie: »•'.) "SugarHi«"( 1993)

Could It Bs a Miracle

Movie: «'i -RaceAgaruimeHarvesi"|i9e7)

Dateline (In Slereo) X

3rd Rock

Boston

Simpsons

Sports Update

Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Trek: Voyager!

Viper Stendc*

[Dennis Milker

Movie: »«« lTJirryfir)rimScew>dre«"(l9M)
|Dr.Katz
|Tln Critic
Nf I Football: San Francisco 49ers al New Orleans Sams (Live) I

iHomelmp. iHomelmp,

reX

Two I

Criminals

KwikWitz

Money
(Off Air)
Karaoke

ISportsXIra Rosesnne [Transilion [Talk

STATIONS
|Movie: **'i Trrsf Farnejr"(1980) Bob Newhan.

11 30) NFL Coumdown Soccer: Guatemala at United States

|Movie: t« -The Power Km' (1995) PG-13' X
HBO Movie:
College Foolball Iowa at illm«. (R)
LSA

Quilts

Auto Show WallSl

indecision 96-Agenda

son

[Gourmet

Foi NFL Sunday!

CABLE

ESPN

Figure Skating Skate America. X

Web

New Edge
■nugfarnare"' 199

n

CNet

Victoria Prncipal

[Dennis Miller

Equestrian National Horse Show
[Movie: •• "Short Crar«?-(I9M) Fisher Stevens
J.Patemo |Nick Saban |lloyd Carr

Sightings (R) X

[Indecision '96-Agcnda

Tennis: ATP Pans Open Inocor Champ Fetal

I Early Eve.

'PoKtActaemf.lMsKna Moscow" |Movie: «« "Congo'(1995) Dylan Walsh. 1»G-I3 !
Tennis: WTA Amentech Cup - Fnals

Buckeye

Trader

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
T

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

'For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adulf
Transit ID Card Required*
* Available at Grant's Administrator's Office,
354-6203

3and Starts at 10:00pm

$1.00 Fare

▼

•Pool

'Video Games

Service Area: Bowling Green

will be riding

This service Is
financed in pan
from operating
assistance grant
from ODOT & FTA

•Pinball

1 CINEMA 5 Man
111234 N. Main SL 354-0558 J

Nightly 7:30, 9:30
Sat Sun Mat 2:00,4:00

Head of the Family
"upset the head & you're dead!"

Fri & Sat
12 midnight

I

-Electronic Darts

Clnemark Theatres

BG Taxi Information is available in large print and
audio tape format upon request.

parsons

ReelWild

LOOK FOR OUR
MONEY SAVING COUPONS
IN THE BGSU
PHONE DIRECTORY!

^ ni.iru. c Woodland

Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

how many

New Edge

IT IS TIME TO GET YOUR SENIOR PORTRAIT TAKEN.
CALL 372-8086 TO SCHEDULE YOU APPOINTMENT.
YOU ONLY HAVE UNTIL TUESDAY. HURRY!

Blitzen

Van v*7 Lift Available: Wheelchair Access &
Group Seating

l!.(,. Tn\l
:>.->2-07%

NFL

Movie: ..* "Hoc«ers"(i986) Gene Hackman. 'PG' atoin»:'Varr»je»wBror>tryn"(199S)X|Movie: "Sac* lo Back" R

N^j
Howard's
ClubH
L^
-^?i
210 N Main
352-9951* ' J^y^'

$2.00 Fare

Please let

| Daily Show | Tick!

[Sportscenter X

ABL Basketball: Blizzard at XpOsion

HEY SENIORS, SMILE!

driv«r know

[Politically

Thor'bred |Buckeye
College Football: Memphis al Louievla.
I Trailer Park DS9
|OdysseyI Flash (In Sieieo) I
Robocop: The Senes
Web(R)
|Movle:»» "SiVcrBulle.'"(1985 Honor) Gary Busey | Movie: "Trrtigy of Tenor If" (1996) Lysetle Anthony Pacific Blue (In Stereo)
Silk Stalking! (In Slereo) Big Easy (In Slereo) X
SO StUkinga loyalty"

Movie: «'; -rfngKongvi Godziiia (1963. Famasy) |Movie:« "KrigruyigEscapes"(!98B)Unda Miller

Movie ■■■ IwitghlZm. 17ieMcMe"(19«3) X

NFL Primetime

/w
D.

Larger Than Life (PG)
1:15 330 5:40 7:45 9:55
Sleepers (R)
1:00 4:00 7:0010:00
High School High (PG-13)
1:30 3:40 5:50 8:00 10:10
Dear God (PG)
2:00 435 7:3010:15
Romeo and Juliet (PG-13)
1:45 4:25 7:15 9:50

112 Mercer &
Wooster
354-6500

i

